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A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Michael Phelps,
American hero
He's "ridiculous." He
won 8 gold medals this
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Black Swamp
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begins tonight
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schedule for the events
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Packing for
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CONVENTION
SARAH PALIN
There is much to like and
admire about our opponent. But listening to him
speak, it's easy to forget
that this is a man who has
authored two memoirs but
not a single major law or
reform — not even in the
tate Senate."

i Abu Ghraib
prison gets
new look
The infamous prison
will be turned into a
museum documenting
the atrocities
committed under
Saddam Hussein

MITTROMNEY
If America really wants to
change, it's time to look
for the sun in the West
because it's about to rise
and shine from Arizona
and Alaska."
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ways as they face the

This is not a personal
attack. It's a statement of
fact: Barack Obama has
never led anything."

Golden Gophers at
7:30 tomorrow night
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blican National Convention ends
ifisking voters to 'fight for!
what's right* for the nation and promising
that'change is coming'
By David Espo and Robert Furlow
The Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn. — lohn McCain, a I'OW turned political
rebel, vowed yesterday night to vanquish the "constant
partisan rancor" that grips Washington as he launched his
fall campaign for the White House. "Change is coming," he
promised the roaring Republican National Convention and
a prime-time television audience.
"Fight with me. Fight with me. Fight with me. Fight for
what's right for our country," he said in a convention crescendo.
To repeated cheers from his delegates, McCain made only
passing reference to an unpopular George VV. Bush and criticized fellow Republicans as well as Democratic rival Barack
Obama in reaching out to independents and swing voters
who will pick the next president.
"We were elected to change Washington, and we let
Washington change us," he said of the Republicans who
controlled Congress for a dozen years before they were voted
out of office in 2006.
As for Obama, he said, "I will keep taxes low and cut them
where I can. My opponent will raise them. I will cut government spending. He will increase it."
McCain's wife, Cindy, and ticketmate Sarah Palin and her
husband joined him on stage as tens of thousands red, white
and blue balloons cascaded from high above the convention
floor.

Although
about
100
presidents
from
top
u n i versi ties around
the nation
support the
Amethyst
Initiative,
which urges
lawmakers
to consider
lowering the
drinking age
from 21 to 18,
University Interim President
Carol Cartwright only recommends debate.
"1 believe any effort that
increases the awareness and
discussion about alcohol abuse
is worthwhile," Cartwright
said in a statement. "Raising
new ideas and debating issues
are what colleges and universities are all about."
Although Cartwright does
not hold a strong opinion on
the initiative, she holds a tremendous amount of respect
for the organization's founder,
who was the former president
of Middlebury College.
"I am familiar with the goals
of the Amethyst Initiative, having had the pleasure of working with the organization's
founder, Dr. lohn McCardell,"
Cartwright said in the statement. "I found him to be a
deeply thoughtful person with
a passion for the welfare of
students."
Actual supporters of the initiative include prestigious university presidents from Duke,
Dartmouth and Ohio State,
along with many others. They
are saying current laws are
attributing to binge drinking
on campus.
"I signed because my 35
years in higher education and
my 30+ years as a parent to
three sons convinced me that
the 21-year-old drinking age is
hypocritical, ineffective, guiltinducing and counterproductive," Donald R. Eastman III,
president of Eckerd College,
stated, according to the initiative's Web site. "It is a form of
mini-prohibition, and needs

See RNC | Page 2
See AMETHYST | Page 2

Wolfe Center to begin
construction this year
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How would a Falcon
beat a Gopher in a
fight?

TORIANOMAYO
Senior. Supply Chain
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"He would pluck out
his eyes and feed them
to his kids' | Page 4
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TODAY
Rain Showers

High: 79, Low: 58

TOMORROW
Mosriy Sunny
High: 80. Low. 54

k

The arts are converging on
campus.
The new Wolfe Center for the
Arts is slated to begin construction in the next few months where
Saddlemire Student Services
once stood. Music, Theater and
Film, and the Fine Arts will all
have a space in the new 93,000 sq.
ft. building.
The Theater and Film department is perhaps the most excited about the new building. The
entire department is moving into
the new building.
"We will vacate our spaces at
South Hall as well as our spaces in other buildings." said Ron

Shields, the chair of the department. "There will be expansion
and refinement."
Offices will be centralized and
acting and design studios will be
added.
"We're also consolidating all of
their needs," said Robert Waddle,
the assistant vice president of
capital planning. "At present
time, the costume shop is completely separated from the theater. Now we have it right backstage."
Two new performance theaters
will replace those currently used
on campus: anactor'stheaterthat
See WOLFE | Page 2

City residents
help late-night
workers feel safe
By Krister. Vasas
City Editor

For three consecutive school
years, Trista Evanitcka spent
her homework-free hours
working behind the counter of
Circle K at 425 Wooster St.
Although she often worked
late into the night and early
morning, her strong relationship with routine customers
and the four security cameras
monitoring all activity inside
the store typically made her
feel safe and protected.
But duringoneof Evanitcka's
never-ending midnight shifts
that stretched until 8 a.m., an
encounter with an unreasonable customer would change
her mind about unfamiliar
faces - and the safety of her
workplace.
"A man I didn't know walked
into the store one night and
started talking to me, like most
of the customers do," Evanitcka
said. "I didn't think anything
of it until he left and then came
See SAFETY | Page 2

Marble Slab mixes it up
After becoming Nellies Bagel & Deli, Marble Slab
owners have added sandwiches to their menu
ByAl.xandri.Clarfc
Reporter

Strawberry cheese cake, butter
pecan, double mint chocolate
and birthday cake are only a
few of the many ice cream flavors the Marble Slab served on
Main Street.
But now Nellie's Bagel & Deli,
formerly known as MarbleSlab,
serves a variety of steamed
bagel sandwiches and coffee
beverages, along with homemade ice cream.
The name of the store
changed June I because the
family business wanted to
change the store's menu
flavor.
Owner Lee Kennard said the
family came up with the idea
to sell sandwiches and coffee
beverages in order for business
to survive in the winter.
"It's kind of hard to sell ice
cream in the winter time in
Bowling Green," Kennard said.
Kennard said the official
idea to sell bagel sandwiches
and coffee came to him after
visiting his brother at Miami
University in Oxford last fall.

RACHEL RA0WANSKI

M BG NEWS

ITS STEAMING IN HERE: Sara
Newell, a BGSU Public Relations &
Marketing major, steams a bagel sandwich
(or a customer The idea to steam a bagel
sandwich rs based off of a restaurant down
in Miami. OH where the owner used to go
when he attended Miami University

"When I went to visit him
one weekend we went into a
store that sold bagel sandwiches and coffee and they were
packed at one o'clock in the
morning," he said. "So after

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See BAGELS | Page 2
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scats up to 200, and the Uonnell
Theater, that will seat 400.
Donnell's farthest seat from
the stage will be 40 to 50 ft away.
"It's compact," Waddle said.
However, thecollegeofmusic,
as well as Theater and Film will
also be able to make use of the
Wolfe Center.
"It's a first-rate production
space for musical works and
opera." said Richard Kennell,
the dean of the college of music.
"There will also be a space used
for choral rehearsal."
One of the main functions
of Wolfe is to breed interaction
between thedifferent art departments on campus.
"It's going to allow us to collaborate far more freely with
the department of theater and
film and college of music," said
Katerina Ray, the director of the
school of art. "A dynamic will
occur where music students can
be exposed to animation. Wolfe
Center will allow us to experiment in these areas."
New computer labs will be
included in the Wolfe Center
specifically for digital works and
graphic design.
"hopefully the theater majors
will be working in art shops,"
Waddle said. "The way they try to
emphasize the teaching aspect
of this whole thing is extremely
critical."
Of the roughly $41 million
going into the building, $38.5
million is from state funds, with
the rest raised by .the development office.
The Wolfe is anticipated to be
completed in Ianuary2011.
"A building of this cost, of this
scale, doesn't happen overnight,"
Shields said. "It will serve the
next and future generations."
In addition to a new building,
the surrounding parking and
roadways will be enhanced.
Gardens, too, will adorn either
side of the building.
"A place for contemplation,"
Shields said, because the Wolfe
Center is for students of all
majors.
Wide hallways and a bright
lobby could allow students to
study and socialize during the
day.
And in the evening, because
the departments are so close
together, students could easily experience several different
aspects of art, such as digital
animation, graphic design, concerts or plays.
An evening full of art, Ray
said.
Both Shields and Ray believe
everyone can benefit from the
new center.
"Bring a meaningful arts
experience to every BGSU student," Shields said. "That's our
goal."

Unlike Obama's speech a
week ago, McCain offered
no soaring oratory until his
speech-ending summons to
fight for the country's future.
But his own measured style
left his crowd cheering, and as
is his habit in campaign stops
around thecountry, he stepped
off the stage to plunge into the
crowd after his speech.
McCain's appearance was
the climax of the final night of
the party convention, coming
after delegates made Palin
the first female vice presidential nominee in Republican
history.
"She stands up for what's
right and she doesn't let anyone
tell her to sit down," McCain
said of the woman who has
faced intense scrutiny in the
week since she was picked.
"And let me offer an advance
warning to the old, big-spending, do-nothing, me-first,
country-second Washington
crowd: Change is coming,"
McCain declared.
He and I'alin were departing
their convention city immediatelyaftertheArizonasenator's
acceptance speech, bound for
Wisconsin and an early start
on the final weeks of the White
House campaign.
McCain, at 72 bidding to
become the oldest first-term
president, drew a roar from
the convention crowd when
he walked out onto the stage
lighted by a single spotlight.
He was introduced by a video
that dwelt heavily on his time

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

check us out online:
bgnews in

SAFETY
From Page 1
back in and pinned me against
the soda machine,"
Evanitcka said the man tried
kissing her while holding her
against her will. But luckily for
the Circle K associate, one of her
regular customers happened
to be in the store at the same
time — and responded quickly
enough to come to her rescue.
"|My regular] started yelling
at the guy to get out now when
he saw what happened and he
ended up staying with me until
daylight broke," Evanitcka said.
"We have shady characters that
come in from time to time, but
the regulars make it so I don't
feel unsafe."
Although Evanltcka relies
on her regular customers to
ease any trepidation she might
experience on the job, most
convenience stores and gas stations are equipped with video
cameras monitoring both the
inside and outside of the store
in order to ensure their clerks
protection.
But as seen by the 16 murders
that have taken place as a result
of holdups in gas stations and
stores In Toledo since 1983 —
including last month's murder
of BP gas attendant Matthew
Dugan in West Toledo — video
cameras do not always guarantee an employee's safety.
"I don't think there is anything you can do to make yourself completely safe, but video
cameras can at least be used

spent as a prisoner of war in
Vietnam and as a member of
Congress, hailed for a "faithful
unyielding love for America,
country first."
"USA, USA, USA," chanted
the crowd in the hall.
McCain faced a delicate
assignment as he formally
accepted his party's presidential nomination: presenting
his credentials as a reformer
willing to take on his own
party and stressing his independence from an unpopular
President Bush — all without breaking faith with his
Republican base.
He set about it methodically.
"After we've won, we're
going to reach out our hand
to any willing patriot, make
this government start working
for you again," he said, and he
pledged to invite Democrats
and independents to serve in
his administration.
He mentioned Bush only in
passing, as the leader who led
the country through the days
after the terror attacks on Sept.
11,2001.
And there was plenty for
conservative Republicans to
cheer — from his pledge to free
the country from the grip of its
dependence on foreign oil, to
a vow to have schools answer
to parents and students rather
than "unions and entrenched
bureaucrats."
A man who has clashed
repeatedly with Republicans
in Congress, he said proudly,
"I've been called a maverick.
Sometimes it's meant as a
compliment and sometimes
it's not. What it really means is
I understand who I work for.

to identify a Iculprit]," Campus
Quarters co-owner I.auren
Tobul said. "It might make the
employees feel safer, but Ivideo
camerasl might not deter someone from robbing."
Campus Quarters, which
serves as both a bar and a carryout convenience store, was
robbed at gunpoint roughly
two Decembers ago, Tobul
said. Although the clerk on duty
was uninjured, $206, a pack
of cigarettes and an 18 pack of
beer were taken from the store
around 7:30 p.m. by a 21-ycarold male staying at the Best
Western Inn right next door.
"Since he asked for Icigarettes] our clerk asked for his
ID because we always check,"
Tobul said. "Instead of his ID, he
pulled a gun."
But because of the clerk's
quick and calm response, he
was later able to identify the
suspect — who is currently in
jail and paying back restitution to the owners of Campus
Quarters.
Since the robbery, Tobul
and Quarters co-owner |oe
Kostelnikhave made it a priority
to train all their employees for
similar situations. Like Circle
K, Campus Quarters instructs
their clerks to hand over money
asked for, wait until the assailant is gone and lock the door
before calling the police.
"Trying to save a case of
beer (from being stolenl is not
worth (employees'] lives or
safety," Tobul said. "We try not
to encourage anyone to be a
hero."
And though the carryout is
equipped with four security
cameras placed throughout
the aisles and behind the counter, Tobul and Kostelnik have
gone the extra mile in order to
ensure their employees feel safe

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
9:40 P.M.
Fritz Arthur Holmer. 59, of Tipp
City. Ohio, was arrested for criminal
trespassing and menacing at Easy
Street Cafe.

THURSDAY
2:28 A.M.
Joshua A. Hoffsis. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container
in a motor vehicle.
3:56 A.M.
Kyle L McBride. 21* of Bowling
Green, was cited for OVI.
ONLINE: Go to bgnews com for the

Cj complete blotter list.

BAGELS
SPEAKING TO THE CROWD: Republican presidential candidate Sen John McCain.
R-Aiiz. stands on the stage with Republican vice presidential candidate. Alaska Gov. Sarah
Palin. and her husband. Todd. left, during the Republican National Convention in St Paul.
Minn

"I don't work for a party. I
don't work for a special interest. I don't work for myself. I
work for you."
Thousands of red, white
and blue balloons nestled in
netting above the convention
floor, to be released on cue
for the traditional celebratory
convention finale.
Given McCain's political
mission, it was left to other
Republicans to deliver much of
the criticism aimed at Obama.
In the race for the White

at work.

"We talked with all our
employees who were concerned
about their shifts and offered to
come in and sit with them when
they feel unsafe." Tobul said.
"Because everyone has a good
relationship here, we all look
out for each other, which is the
best way to protect a place."
But regardless of the extra
measures taken by Campus
Quarters to ensure their
employees safety, Bowling
Green Police Lt. Tony lletrick
said the police should always
be contacted when a robbery or
shooting occurs.
"I've not seen any murders
las a result of a holdupl since
I've been here, but that doesn't
mean that it can't happen,"
Hetricksaid.
According to Hetrick, six
armed robberies have occurred
at cash advance banks in
Bowling Green as well as one
at the BP Station on 1670 E.
Wooster St, in the last year.
"The risk |of getting caught
for robberyl is higher here
because it is harder to get away
on foot due to the size of the
town," lletrick said. "But it still
happens and I urge anyone
who suspects anything is up
to call the police immediately
if it does."
And while there is no guarantee when it comes to the safety
of night-shift workers at convenience stores and gas stations.
Evanitcka says the residents living in or around Bowling Green
keep her reassured when suspicious customers enter Circle K.
"Betweentheregularcustomers and the fact that Wooster is
well patrolled by police. I normally feel pretty protected at
work," Evanitcka said. "The fact
is, I never really feel unsafe, I
just feel that people can some-

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed|
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efliciencies
louses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl:8-5
530 S Maple St.

419-352-9378

609 2"d St.

}
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ME C HONG

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

House, "It's not about building
a record, it's about having one."
said former Pennsylvania Gov.
lorn Ridge. "It's not about talking pretty, it's about talking
straight."
McCain invoked the five
years he spent in a North
Vietnamese prison. "I fell in
love with my country when
I was a prisoner in someone
else's," he said. "I was never
the same again. 1 wasn't my
own man anymore. I was my
country's."

AMETHYST
From Page l
to be replaced with education and a focus on the value
of moderation, not intolerance."
Excessive alcohol consumption contributes to
more than 4,600 deaths each
year in the United States
among persons under the
age of 21, according to the
Centers of Disease Control
and Prevention's Web site,
and Cartwright thinks education is the answer to the
problem.
"Binge drinking is a critical issue facing not only
colleges and universities
but any institution serving
young people in their formative years of adulthood,"
Cartwright said in the statement. "We have an obligation to help educate them
about responsible drink.ing"
Although Cartwright does
not hold a strong opinion on
the issue, Lt Tony lletrick
of the Bowling Green City
Police division does.
"I think it is a mistake
to lower the drinking age,"
I letrick said.
I letrick sees no benefit for
the city of Bowling Green if
the drinking age was to be
lowered.
"Any time you subject
more people to |alcohol| at
a younger age there is more
chance of harm than good,"
Hetricksaid. "I think you are
going to see an increase in
assaults related to alcohol,
you seealot of that now, however, with a younger crowd
being exposed at a younger
age you're going to see alcohol problems increase at the
high school age."
Although Cartwright will
not take a stance on a particular side of the issue. Vice
President of Student Affairs
Ed Wipple is interested to
see if students will enter into
debate about the topic.
But he said it is not up
to the faculty and staff to
initiate debate on campus,
he said that is up to the students.

Did you
know...
Americans on
the average eat
18 acres
of pizza 1C
everyday!
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that I just talked to the owner
about how business was going
and what was working."
Nellie's Bagel & Deli serves
over 40 different types of bagel
sandwiches, including the
most popular bagel sandwich
called.lhe Messy Bessy.
The Messy Bessy comprises of
turkey, cream cheese, avocado,
sprouts and honey mustard on
an onion bagel.
Also the store sells breakfast
bagel sandwiches all day long,
including the popular, Hang
Over Helper, which has ham,
egg and cheese on an everything bagel.
The store sells coffee beverages including espressos, cappuccinos, mochas and lattes.
In addition, the store still sells
its homemade ice cream, malts,
milk shakes and banana splits,
along with chocolate covered
waffle bowls and candy and
fruit to go in the ice cream.
The Kennard family first
started Marble Slab in March
2005, after moving to Bowling
Green from Monroe, Michigan.
"When we came here it wasn't
much ice cream in town, only
the Dairy Queen," he said. "So
our family started the Marble
Slab in downtown and my parents were the owners."
Kennard, who was the previous manager of Marble Slab,
was just named the owner in
lune.
He said he has high expectations for the store to serve
the people who want to take
a stroll downtown looking for
some flavor.
"One of my goals is for the students to recognize we are still
the same Marble Slab," Kennard
said. "We still sell homemade
ice cream, but now we offer a
variety by serving bagel sandwiches and coffee beverages."
Some students, who have
been attending the University
for the last couple years, still
feel dedicated to get a scoop of
their favorite ice cream from
the family business.
Mercedes Lawson, junior, said
she will always refer to (he store
as Marble Slab.
"Even though the name has
changed it is still the same
place," Lawson said. "They really do have the best butter pecan
ice cream in town and now I
have one place to go for lunch
and dessert."
Another change for the store
is the hours. Nellie's Bagel &
Deli is opened Sunday through
Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m. and Thursday through
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Kennard said the hours
Thursday through Saturday
were extended to 3 a.m. to
attract the bar crowd.
"When the bars let out at 2
a.m. we want them to come here
and order our variety of steamed
bagel sandwiches or coffee beverages," he said.
Some students are pleased
with the store's new hours
because it fulfills their tastebuds for a late night run for ice
cream.
lason Baxter, junior, said he is
glad there is some where to go to
get ice cream late at night and it
gives something for a lot of first
year students to go.
"I think it's a smart idea to
stay open until 3 a.m. because it
gives students another options
to go somewhere else other than
clubs," Baxter said. "And it gives
a place for people like me, who
stay in the hot residence halls, to
go out and keep cool while eating some good ice cream."

Three Bedroom House
Close to Campus
$495 per month

rj?|

CAMPUS
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Tax, minimum wage
problems reduce
employee benefits
By Michalla Boiurnun
Reporter

University Dining Services is
currently re-evaluating information for a new incentives
program for student employees.
The old incentives for students
included differential wages for
the first and last week of each
semester and $4 coupons —
called 4Us by the students.
"|UDS| took away our main
incentive, which was 4Us. We
used to get an unlimited amount
of them as extra compensation
for our hard work," said junior
and Sundial Student Manager
David Taylor.
As for differential wages,
it has yet to be determined
whether students will receive
the extra $1.50 per hour they
have received in the past during
exam week.
Since UDS is working on the
new incentives program right
now, few details have been
released because nothing has
been finalized. This has caused
some confusion for employees.
Assistant
Director
of
Operations for UDS David
Maley helped clear up the
confusion.
"There's confusion because
this year we did away with the
$4 coupons for exceptional performance. We got rid of them
because of tax issues, not because
we wanted to get rid of them as
an incentive," said Maley. "We
didn't want to create tax income
problems for our staff."
Tax issues is just one of many
issues that the UDS board has to
consider when coming up with
the new program. Enrollment
is down this year, making the
income lower, putting a limit on
the budget. Also, the minimum
wage was raised which makes

labor more expensive than it
used to be.
"As soon as minimum wage
went up, incentives stopped,"
said I am.ii Brown, senior and
student manager of Founders.
Minimum wage was raised
.throughout the state of Ohio,
leaving UDS without the budget money to give retention and
merit raises to students.
"We want to reward students
and we want people to enjoy
working here because we have
a ton of opportunities," said
Maley. "At the same time, we
have budgetary limits so we have
to be financially prudent."
UDS asked the student
employees' opinions about
incentives and what worked best
through a survey conducted at
the end of spring semester last
year. However, they received a
disappointing 11% feedback
from employees.
"There was an online survey,
but it didn't work out properly
originally and people didn't
go back when it was fixed,"
said Taylor.
However, according to Maley,
they are dealing with the poor
survey responses by conducting meetings with students from
each unit to gain their input on
the situation.
"We want this new program to
be student-generated ... within
the budget because we are very
stamped for finances," Maley
said. "We've got to be creative
and think of other incentives,
other than more money because
we just don't have it."
UDS hopes to get the new
incentives program finalized
by the start of spring semester
this year.
"They better figure it out soon
because right now we get nothing," said Brown.

HYPNOTIST DALE K PUTS STUDENTS IN A TRANCE

By Ryan Sullivan
Campus Editor

The University's athletic department is working harder than
ever to get students to show
school spirit — even if it means
paying them.
Starting with tomorrow's
home game against Minnesota,
students who attend football
games are automatically entered
into a drawing to win $100 from
the athletic department.
Assistant Athletic Director of
Marketing Brian Delehoy said
they are using this promotion as
a way to attract University students to go out to the games.
"(The athletic department! is
always looking for ways to reach
out to University students at
athletic events," Delehoy said.
"We want students to show up
in large numbers because the
crowd energy starts and ends
with students."
The promotion is called the
Roll Along Cash Giveaway and is
set up like a lottery system.
Each of the five home football
game of the year, all students
who attend the game will be registered into a drawing to win the
$100 prize. After the final home
game of the year against Buffalo,
all students who attend all five
games will be eligible to win the
grand prize of $500. The Roll Along Cash Giveaway,
he said, is in place to drive attendance and to try to increase spirit
at the games.
Students around campus are
buzzing about the new promotion.
"$100 makes the trip worthwhile," Matt Clark, a University
junior, said. "Since it's on TV, I
probably wouldn't have went."
Clark said he thinks this is a
great way to boost attendance
for the games and will help make
Doyt Perry Stadium a more difficult place for visitors to play.
Freshman Keith Feeney said
he was going to the game anyway
but thinks the promotion will be
good for attendance.
"I guess it sounds like a good
deal and it's an incentive to
go," Feeney said. "I really think
it will help students get in the
school spirit."

Delehoy said this is just one
of many promotions the athletic department is working on
this year.
He said the athletic department was working on bringing
back the Two Ball Tournament
for the basketball season as well
as several other projects with the
hockey team.
The athletic department tends
to focus on "revenue sports" as
Delehoy called them. Revenue
sports are the activities where
they charge a bit of a premium
for ticket prices.
"[Promotions! are different
from sport to sport but we always
try to have some activity worked
in," Delehoy said.
He said most of the promotions
the University runs are corporate sponsored and the athletic
department is constantly having
companies approach them with
sponsorship deals.
"Right now, though, football
is here and that is the focus,"
Delehoy said.

8:00 am-7:00 p.m.
Tye Dye Thorn
Union mall

8-00dm -9:00p.m
Exhibit 2: Pure Intentions:
Works on faith and
Childhood Dreams
Union Gallery Space

8:00 am-11p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

9:00 am-4:00 p.m
WFAL Raffle and T-shirt
Sale
Union Table Space

II :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Campus Fest
University Hall Lawn

11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
V3: Variations in Vision &
Video
Willard Wankelman Gallery. Fine
Arts Center

3:00 pm -1':00 p.m.
Delta Tau Delta Reunion
207 Union

5:00 p.m
Transcendence
107 Hanna Hall
RACHEL fl«DW«NSKI

HYPNOTIZED: Dale K - hypnotist - asks a parKipant what's mono, alter he hypnotized the volunteers into believeing their hands
were stuck together with Krazy Glue Explaining hypnotism, Dale K said. "Its not teal sleep." and that what the audience was seeing
was "not supernatural, its a natural state of mind" To explain why a volunteer might do something. Dale K sard that to the participant.
"Everything will just sound like a really good idea."

By Jessica Ricgel

As textbook publishers navigate
a contentious market, they are
attacked on many fronts.
Rhetorically, they are confronted by angry student activists; financially, by a booming
used-book market; and now
legislatively, by attempts to curb
practices said to inflate book
prices and make college less
affordable.
Critics argue that powerful textbook companies take
advantage of students who
have little choice but to buy
their products, but publishers
see these criticisms as inaccurate and exaggerated, saying
they must cater to consumer
demands while coping with a
changing market.
Nicole Allen, director of the
student activist-run Make

Textbooks Affordable campaign, said no built-in economic mechanisms keep textbook
prices in check. A few conglomerates hold all the power, and
because professors select their
course books, students have
little say in the process.
"Publishers can get away
with practices no other industry
would he able to get away with,''
Allen said.
One widely criticized tactic
is frequent new editions, which
publishers release about every
three years with price increases
of about 12 percent.
Allen said new versions often
have few substantive revisions
and serve to wipe older editions
out of bookstores, eliminating
opportunities for students to
buy and sell used copies.
"Revisions are necessary in
some cases, but in subjects
like calculus and introduc-

tory physics, there haven't
been major breakthroughs in
centuries," she said.
Another controversial practice is bundling books with
extras, like CD-ROMs and
workbooks, which inflate prices
by 10 to 50 percent. Resale value
also decreases if supplemental
materials are lost, damaged or
used, Allen said.
Publishers say they provide
supplements in response to
professor demand and that students should use the tools to
enhance their studies.
"People complain, what
if I didn't use it?'" said
Bruce Hildebrand. executive director of higher education for the American
Association of Publishers.
"We ask, 'why not?'"
But a higher-education act
recently passed by Congress
asserts that students should

be able to choose whether to
spend more on extras by mandating that publishers offer
unbundled books.
The bill also requires publishers to make pricing information available to professors,
which Allen said will prevent
them from unwittingly selecting expensive texts and level the
playing field for cheaper books
to enter the market.
However. Albert Greco, a
Fordham University Graduate
School of Business professor
who studies publishing, said
supplemental offerings, content
andaccuracyareprofessors' top
considerations when selecting
books — and price transparency will likely not make cost
the number one criterion.
Either way, students will not
feel relief until at least next year
because this year's books have
already been chosen.

There will be snowcones...and newspapers.

CHALLENGE
VARIOUS TIMES AND LOCATIONS

• Free Metabolism Test

Perry Field House

Stop by the BG News booth
and hang out with us at
Campus Fest today!

MONDAYS • WEDNESDAYS • THURSDAYS • SUNDAYS

• Free Personal Coaching

11:00 p.m.-2:00 am
NPHCIceBreaker Party

Textbook publishers defend questionable practices

JOIN THE BG WEIGHT
LOSS

• 12 Week Program

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

U-Wire

Athletic dept. offers
students cash prize at
football games

Fnday.Sgplfmber5.20O8 3

•$29 Entry Fee fommfat » wimm
•Free Nutritional information
•Prize $$ awarded to 1st, 2nd
and 3rd Place

CALL TO PRE-REGISTER

419-601-5179
d *tvKoufog*) i
Tfm 12-wetk ptogram odritt piopm nutrition, food chokn. and
fbaS person will r«c#.v« pertonafited wkf,. or* t
'Cath print «riB be OMOTOW «■ IrW partkioanH -Ao ho* fctl irW bkfgtii pexctwtapt ol uwcjfif.

No specific weight loss program required

The partiapooH »/>own off fctjf their weight with the help of local Weight Lots Competitions

In Total, they were able to lose 916 pounds!

FORUM

"Trying to save a case of beer is not worth lives or safety."
- Lauren Tobul, owner of Campus Quarters, on preparing her employees to deal with
armed robbers [see CONVENIANCE STORE pg.1].
Friday.Septemter5.20084

PEOPLE ON THE STREET How would a fadon beat a gopher in a fight?
"Nibble on its neck."

"Swoop down and

"Swoop it up. fly up

"In nature, with its beak

pick.it up."

and drop it."

talons and the ability to

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

fly In footbal. with the

Have your own take on

ablitytokidbutt"

today's People On The

Caroline Cot*.
Senior.
Psychology

a question7 Give us your

Street? Or a suggestion for
Theaneaslu Summers.
Senior.
ECT

Jami Reese.
Senior.
Education

Bret Meeker.
Freshman.
Creative Writing

feedback at bgnews.com.

Palin deals with
daughter's pregnancy
BvKaraApd
U-Wire

The media frenzy that lias been
surrounding vice-presidential
hopeful Sarah Mill's pregnant
teenage daughter is absolutely
ludicrous — not only because
teenage pregnancy isn't even
close to being the social faux
pas it was 10 years ago, but also
because it surprisingly highlights l'alin's values.
I jfe doesn't always turn out
the way we want it to, and
neither does the lifeline of our
country; so it's interesting to
hear how Palin has dealt with
the road bumps in her life,
because it gives me reassurance that she could deal with
road bumps during her term
in office.
I'd rather have a politician in
office that doesn't have the "per
fed" family — as opposed to
Sen. Obama's family which on
the surface seems perfect.
I applaud Palin and her family because of the way they have
bonded together in the light of
Bristol's pregnancy and have
been extremely supportive of
her. I have known more than
a few "religious" families who
have completely disowned their
daughters for being pregnant.
That is complete hypocrisy.
I low can someone pretend to
be religious and then disown
and judge a family member?
This doesn't add up. True religious families should be supportive of their family members
and never abandon them, espe-

cially when said family member
is going through a rough time.
Nairn's family is the complete
opposite of these so-called
"religious" families, and I think
that speaks volumes about her
character and family values.
In all actuality, the way Calm
has been supportive of her
daughters pregnancy just reinforces how pro-life Palin really
is. It is unbelievably refreshing
to hear about a politician who
isn't hypocritical on the issues
he or she believes in.
I personally know families
with unwed pregnant teenagers who pretend to be pro-life,
but in reality almost force their
daughters into having abortions
because they are too "embarrassed" to be associated with
teen pregnancy.
l'alin's daughter could have
easily had an abortion by now
and wouldn't IK- getting all of
the negative media attention.
In case everyone has forgotten, she is only 17 years old and
still technically a child herself,
so to put all of this spite and
criticism upon her is just ruthless, vicious and totally unethical. I give major kudos to Bristol
for standing up for what's right
and keeping her child.
It is so amazing to hear
that someone who feels so
strongly about the issue could
possibly be the next VP of the
United States.
The fact McCain wants Palin
as his VP truly excites me and 1
can't wait to get a hold of some
McCaiii-Palin OH stickers.

"ought authority,
authority won
By Kyle Szarzynski
U-Wire

Two clashing forces have
descended on the Republican
National Convention at the
Xcel Energy Center in St.
Paul, Minn, this week. One.
of course, is the agenda of the
2,380 Republican delegates,
assembled to anoint lohn
McCain as their new leader.
In most respects, they are a
homogenous bunch: lew are
non-white, working-class or
underprivileged in any way,
and their world views are
united by an embrace of hierarchy, perpetual violence and
demonization of the "other."
The protesters who oppose
this vision — including those
on the receiving end of its
often brutal vindication — are
composed of welfare moms,
immigrants, anarcho-collectivists, college students, Catholic
clergy, anti-war Iraq vets and a
myriad of other activists who
have grown tired of the exclusive electoral system and have
opted to take to the streets to
force social change. Their tactics
and principal political concerns
vary, but all wear more than a
little disgust and rebelliousness
on their brow. They have shown

up to confront war. inequality
and bigotries of all kinds.
Although the protesters
outnumber the delegates by
several fold, the latter have two
powerful weapons on their side.
The first is the corporate media,
which has either ignored those
outside the Xcel Energy Center
or used loaded, misleading
terms — "rioters" and "anarchists" are two of their favorites
— to describe them.
The second is the full power
of the police and military apparatus. Approximately 3,500
police officers, many of whom
are from surrounding counties, and hundreds of National
Guard troops have been called
in to contain the protests The
level of repression has reached
proportions beyond what most
could have ever imagined.
The I'irst Amendment
applies to everyone, or so the
argument goes, even those
with whom you disagree.
The Republican National
Convention will ultimately go
on as planned. But the physical
power of the counter-convention on display this week should
give hope to the vast majority
who stand to suffer from its
policies.
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TravelirT the Globe:
D:acking the essentials; books and snow pants

WARREN, Ohio — The pieces
of my European preparation puzzle are starting to fit
together.
1 have free bousing for the
days I'll be in Salzburg before I
can access my dorm room.
I have a bicycle.
My flight hasn't been canceled yet, and I don't have
to pay extra for my first or
second bag (unless they are
overweight), since I booked my
flight prior to the new fees and
because I'm flying to Europe.
I have a new pair of glasses
and am crossing off doctor
visits.
My bank account is slowly
recovering from my expensive
summer in New York City.
I decided that all of the
dressy clothes 1 take will go
with black shoes, which I hope
will reduce the number of outfits I take and the number of
shoes.
I am taking my snow pants
because skiing and snowboarding in the Alps is one of

the Austrian things 1 am looking forward to the most.
I am also in the process of
counting electronic devices
I'll be taking. I need to know
which of those devices require
only a plug adapter and which
need the adapter and a voltage
converter.
This is an essential part
of traveling that cannot be
forgotten.
American plugs will not fit
into European outlets without
an adapter. The European
style is two cylindrical prongs,
rather than the rectangular
American prongs.
Devices like computers
usually come with their own
voltage converters, but smaller
devices like an alarm clock or
curling iron probably don't.
If you would plug in a device
without a voltage converter, it
will most likely be fried, and
that would be exceedingly
unfortunate.
But there are other things
I haven't made decisions
about yet.
For instance, should I take
my rain boots?
Salzburg is a rainy city, but
I don't know if rain boots are
acceptable footwear.
And should I take my

curling broom?
The Salzburg ice arena has
curling ice and I'd really like
to participate, especially since
it would be a fantastic learning experience and it could be
my last collegiate season. But
I would have to cut my broom
in half and hope it fits in my
suitcase.
This summer was good
practice for me to live without some of the things I am
used to.
First of all, I did not have a
television. The reason I used a
TV at school was to only watch
the weather, and I can do that
online. I also watch two shows
regularly, so I can easily get by
without them and still be able
to function.
I took a handful of DVDs
with me, but I watched only
one movie in its entirety.
There were too many other
exciting things to do than sit
in my room and watch movies, and I anticipate Europe
will be the same.
I have to take "The Sound of
Music," but picking only a few
others will not be too difficult.
The need for CDs should
be slim, too, especially since
I am not anticipating my new
computer to die and there-

fore won't need to remake my
iTunes library like I did this
summer.
Deciding what and how
many books to take will be
much more difficult, though.
I plowed through many more
books this summer than I
expected because of the subway commute.
The bus ride into town
from my dorm really isn't long
enough to read much, but I
know I will be spending lots
of time on long train rides, so
going with only a couple travel
books will not be enough.
I'm sure as 1 start gathering items to pack, I will come
across many things I think I
will need during the next nine
months — like nail polish or
fun socks — that I could easily
survive without. I just have to
hope 1 can successfully part
with items like those, which
will leave me more room for
things 1 really need, like the 15
or so bottles of essential medicines I'll be taking with me so
they don't get held up in the
mail and never get delivered
to me.
- Respond lo Allison at
Ihenews&bgnews. com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for tetters to the editor:

Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is

■ E-mail us at thenewsvS>bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 4)9-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

looking for more people to write columns and illustrate for us
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966.or just swing by our newsroom in 210

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

West Hall.
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Baghdad prison adds museum
Abu Ghraib prison to get makeover; a museum featuring torture tools
By Bush™ Juhll
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — The notorious Abu
Ghraib prison is getting a facelift:
work to reopen the facility and
construct a museum documenting Saddam Hussein's crimes
— but not the abuses committed
there by U.S. guards.
The sprawling complex, which
has not held prisoners- since
2006. will be refurbished with
the goal of taking new inmates
in about a year, the government
said yesterday.
Also, a section of the 280-acre
site just west of Baghdad will be
converted into the museum featuring execution chamber exhibits and other displays of torture
tools used by Saddam's regime
— including an iron chain used
to tie prisoners together.
But Iraq's predominantly Shiite
government has no plans to document the U.S. military abuse
scandal that erupted in 2004 with
the publication of photographs

that shocked the world: grinning
U.S. soldiers mistreating Iraqi
prisoners, some naked, being
held on leashes or in painful and
sexually humiliating positions.
Iraq's deputy justice minister, Busho Ibrahim, told
The Associated Press that the
American brutality was "nothing" compared with the violence

and atrocities of Saddam and his
Sunni-dominated Baath party.
"There is evidence of the
crimes (Saddam committed)
such as the hooks used to dangle
prisoners, tools used to beat and
torture prisoners and ... the execution chambers in which 50 or
100 people were killed at once,"
he said.

DAMIBSAGOU I APPHOTC

PRISON MAKEOVER: The Iraqi government is planning to open a museum inside Abu
Ghraib prison to document the crimes committed there during Saddam Hussein's regime.

Bush plans to revoke once celebrated
nuclear deal with Russia over Georgia
By Jennifer Loven
The Associated.Press

WASHINGTON - President
Bush is poised to punish
Moscow for its invasion of
Georgia by canceling a oncecelebrated deal for civilian
nuclear cooperation between
the U.S. and Russia.
With relations between the
two nations in a nearly Cold
War-like freeze over Russia's
actions against its neighbor
last month, planning is under
way at the White House for the
largely symbolic move by Bush,
according to senior administration officials, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because the decision was not
yet final. Action could come
quickly, within days at the
most, and officials see no need
to wait until Vice President

Dick Cheney returns next
Wednesday from an overseas
trip that includes stops in three
former Soviet republics.
Withdrawing the agreement from Capitol Hill would
have little actual impact, as
the deal very likely would not
gain approval during Bush's
presidency.
But taking the overt and public step of pulling it would be
intended to send a message to
Russia and the world that its
actions in Georgia last month
are not acceptable and will not
go unanswered.
It would require a statement
by Bush to Congress that the
deal is "no longer in the national
security interests" of the United
States. A future president could
reverse that and send the
agreement back to Congress.
Signed in May by the two

nations, the administration
originally presented the deal as
a landmark breakthrough.
It represented a significant
reversal in policy for the U.S.
on cooperation with Russia on
nuclear issues. It would give
the U.S. access to state-of-theart Russian nuclear technology
and clear the way for Russia
to establish itself as a lucrative center for the import and
storage of spent nuclear fue
from American-supplied reactors around the world. Such
a deal was seen as crucial to
boosting relations with Russia,
and to fulfilling Bush's vision
of increasing civilian nuclear
energy use worldwide as a
way to combat rising energy
demands and climate change.
But key lawmakers were suspicious of it even before the
disastrous Russia-Georgia war.

Hurricanes continue to hit the
coast as death toll increases
By Mike M.-li..
The Associated Press

NASSAU, Bahamas — Tropical
Storm Hanna roared along the
edge of the Bahamas yesterday
ahead of a possible hurricane hit
on the Carolinas, leaving behind at
least 61 dead in Haiti.
Hurricane Ike, a still-moredangerous Category 4 storm, was
advancing from the east.
Hanna was forecast to pass cast
of the Atlantic archipelago before

striking along the coast of North or
South Carolina by tomorrow, but
the U.S. National I lurricane Center
in Miami said Hanna's sprawling
bands of outer winds are likely to
hit far sooner. Tropical storm force
winds extended outward as far as
315 miles (510 kilometers) from
the center.
Haitian authorities yesterday
blamed I lanna forlil deaths, most
due to flooding.
Civil Protection Department
spokesman Abel Nazaire said 21

of the deaths were in the northern
city of Gonaives, which has been
almost entirely cut off by floodwaters.
The storm also was blamed for
two deaths in Puerto Rico.
Hanna's heart was about 155
miles (250 kilometers) east-northeast of Nassau — and about 625
miles (1,005 kilometers) southsoutheast of Wilmington, North
Carolina, yesterday afternoon. It
was moving toward the northwest
near 14 mph (22 kph).
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HURRICANE DEATHS:People wade through flooded streets alter Tropical Storm Hanna hit the area in Gonaives. Haiti. Wednesday. Sept
3.2008. Three storms have killed a total of 125 people in Haiti in less than three weeks

Asian elephant finishes rehab, kicks heroin addiction
BEIIING (AP) — An Asian elephant that became addicted
to heroin at the hands of illegal traders will return home
after a three-year rehab program, Chinese state media
said yesterday.
Xiguang, a 4-year-old male
Asian elephant, became addicted after he was captured by
smugglers along the ChineseMyanmar border in March
2005. The traders fed the elephant bananas laced with her-

oin as bail and to pacify the
creature, the official Xinhua
News Agency said.
When Xiguang was found
two months later along with
six other captured elephants
in China's southwest, he was
suffering from withdrawal and
was sent to a protection center in China's tropical Hainan
island.
Xiguang received daily methadone injections in doses five
times larger than those given

to a human and has now fully
recovered, Xinhua said.
He is expected to return to
the Yunnan Wild Animal Park in
the capital of Yunnan province,
Kunming, tomorrow.
The Asian elephant is threatened with extinction, according to the World Wildlife Fund
conservation group, with only
25,600 to 32,750 left in the wild
of Asia's tropical forests — fewer
than a tenth of the number of
wild African elephants.
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OLYMPIC SIZED FANDOM

IN TOWN
Campus Fest

After winning gold, Olympic stars conquer the entertainment scene ■

Today from 11 a.m.-3
p.m. at the University Hall
Lawn, see what various
campus organizations and

/
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groups have to offer.
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Black Swamp
ArtsFesitval
This weekend, beginning
at 5 p.m. today, downtown
Bowling Green will come
alive with musical performances, artist and craft
booths and a wide variety
of food concessions. The
festival opens at 10 a.m.
on Saturday, and 11 am

■ncMim,

on Sunday.
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TOLEDO AREA
Greek-American
Festival

IDOLS
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This weekend, the 38th
Greek-American Festival
will take place at the Holy
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Trinity Greek Orthodox
Cathedral. The
parishioners hope to share
the Orthodox Faith. Greek

Voice of
Bowling
Green citizen
lives on

culture, entertainment and

Get your creativity on!

food. Tickets are $4.

AAAFair
Saturday from 11 a.m. - 3
p.m., the AM Northwest
Ohio location will host the
3rd annual AAA Fair. This
is a free, carnival-themed

Black Swamp Arts Festival
Schedule
Compiled from blackswamparts.org

event, aimed for members and non-members.
Activities include food,
entertainment and prizes,
including a grand prize
trip to Cancun.

Festival Hours:
■ Friday 5 p.m. - midnight (Main
Stage and Concessions only)
■ Saturday 10 a.m. - midnight (Art
Exhibits and Youth Art close at
7 p.m.)
■ Sunday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. (Art.
Youth. Music - all day)
Art Schedule:

ELSEWHERE
Fremont
Sunday from 2 -3 p.m.
at Spiegal Grove, watch
an 1860s-style baseball
match with historical
equipment, rules and uniforms. The Squires take on
the Akron Black Stockings,
and admission and parking is free.

Dearborn
Sunday is the last day
to visit'Chocolate: the
Exhibition at the Henry
Fofd" The exhibit fea-

■ Artists at Work (Windmill Mural
Parking Lot)
■ Demonstrations on Saturday
from 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. and Sunday
from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
■ Wood County Invitational Art
Exhibit (Huntington Bank parking lot)
■ Saturday from 10a.m. -7p.m.
and Sunday from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Youth Art Stag* Schedule:
SATURDAY
■ 1200p.m. Dean Bell (musician)
■ 1:00 p.m. Wilson Lake and the
Rock Bass (rock band)
■ 1:30 p.m. Eli and Andrew Martin
(strolling magic)

SUNDAY
■ 11O0 a.m. The Plastic People
of the Universe
■ 12:20 p.m. Tanglefoot
■ 2:00 p.m. Frank Vignola's
Rhythmn Machine
■ 3:30 p.m. Chatham County
Line
■ Electronic Music Stage
(Grumpy Dave's Pub)

■ The Plastic People of the
Universe
SUNDAY - Beginning at 11:00 a.m.
■ Sou NadJ
■ Ereact
■ Steven Guerrero
■ Jason Zeh
■ Mad 45
■ Wicked Lunch and the
Wookalar

Pulse Reporter
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SUNDAY

■ Noon - JoeBobDuda
■ 1:00 p.m.- Andrew Ellis & the
. Setting Sons

CHATHAMCOUNTYlINt COM

■ 2:00 pm.- Bucketown
Kickback
■ SOO pm.- Stephen Cristoff
■ 4<X> pm. - The Downtown
County Band
■ 5:00 pm. - Little Cow

200 artifacts.

THEY SAID IT
"I saw a wojnan
wearing a
sweatshirt with

Performance Arts Schedule:
Main Stage (Between East Wooster
and South Prospect)
FRIDAY
■ 4:45 p.m. Resonant Soul
■ 6:00 p.m. Harry Manx
■ 6:20 p.m. Patrick Sweany
■ 8:00 p.m. Harry Manx
■ 8:30 p.m. Sarah Borges & the
Broken Singles
■ 10:30 p.m. Big James & the
Chicago Playboys

'Guess' on it.
I said, 'thyroid
problem?""
-Arnold
Schwarzenegger

■
■
■
■
■
■

SATURDAY
11:00 a.m. Stephen Cristoff
12JO pm. Bucktown Kickback
1:45 p.m. Harry Manx
3:15 p.m. Little Cow
4:45 p.m. Eilen Jewell
6:15 p.m. Graham Parker

SUNDAY
■ 11:00 a.m. - Tammy Ann Star
■ Noon - Gorman Family
■ 100 pm. - Eilen Jewell
■ 2:O0 p.m. - Chatham County
Une
■ 3:00 pm. - Tanglefoot
■ 4:00 pm. - Frank Vignola
Quintet

What first began as a group of former high school friends in Raleigh,
NC, Chatham County Line started
out as a simple, fun-loving bluegrass band. Recently, however, they
have experimented with thesounds
of gospel, pop, country and rock in
their recordings. They perform at
the Huntington Bank Courtyard
Sunday at 2 p.m., as well as on the
Main Stage at 3:30 p.m.

Eilen Jewell

tures videos, interactive
displays, photos and over

Sarah Borges was born with music
in her veins, always having a particular liking for songs and albums
of decades past. She started off
performing solo, and eventually
formed many bands throughout
the years. She debuted with the
Broken Singles in 2005, and the
troupe of talented musicians is still
together today. They perform today
at 8:30 p.m. on the Main Stage.

Chatham County Line

■ Fairy Forest

Huntington Bank Courtyard
SATURDAY
■ 10:O0 am. - Old Time String
Band Jam

By Laura Lee Caracdolo
Sarah Borges & the Broken
Singles

SATURDAY Beginning at
11:00 a.m.
■ HMNLCD
■ Whalehead
■ The Wookalar
■ Secret Swords
■ The Loto Ball Show
■ Eat Sugar

■ 3:00 p.m. Andrew Martin (magician)
■ 4:00 p.m. Espirit de Chords (barbershop)

■ 12:00 p.m. Staridge Steel Trio
■ 1:00 p.m. Joanie Whittaker
(musician)
■ 2:00 p.m. Little Cow
■ 3:15 pm. Toledo Symphony Brass
Quintet
■ 4:15 p.m. Joanie Wittaker

Black Swamp
Headlines 2008

EHINJEWUICOM

Teen Stag*
(Inside Bowling Green Junior High
School)
SATURDAY
■ 700 pm. - Flex
■ 7:45 pm. - Josh Lee
■ 8:15 pm. - Pitch Red
■ 9:15 pm. - Josh Lee
■ 9:45 pm. - Stop Don't Stop

This emotionally defying artist from
Boston debuted in 2005, and instantly became compared to famoussingers like Lucinda Williams and lune
Carter Cash. The instruments in her
touring band consist of drums, electric guitar, steel guitar and upright
bass. She performs on tomorrow at
4:45 p.m. on the Main Stage, and on
Sunday at 1 p.m. at the Huntington
Bank Courtyard.

Big Janws t, the Chicago Playboys

Trombonist and lead vocalist "Big
James" Montgomery was once a
member of the Little Milton Band
when he was 19. After meeting the
popular Chicago Playboys, the two
merged, and they now perform at
many well-known clubs throughout the Chicago area. They perform
today at 10:30 p.m. on the Main
Stage.

■ 8:00 pm. Shemekia Copeland
■ 10:00 pm. The Drty Dozen
Brass Band
OZABKSBIUESORG

On March 29, 2007, a young
mother lost her life to domestic
violence.
Alicia Castillon was brutally murdered by her estranged
boyfriend, Craig Daniels, in her
Bowling Green home while their
children slept in the next room.
Alica's mother, Kathy Newiove,
has turned this tragedy into
something extremely positive
for the community by creating
Alicia's Voice - Citizens Against
Domestic Violence
Among other projects, Alicia's
Voice has formed The Center
for Access to Safety and Justice,
which assists local victims of
relationship and domestic
abuse by providing all the necessary services to them in one
location.
In order to support this cause,
Alicia's Voice holds several major
fundraisers each year.
This year on Friday, Oct 24,
a dinner dance will be held at
Stone Ridge Golf Club from 8
pm. to midnight All proceeds
from this event will go directly to
Alicia's Voice.
Erica Messenger, President
of Alicia's Voice and also Alicia's
cousin, is very hopeful thatevents
such as this will encourage local
citizens to get involved.
"We use our donations primarily to support The Center,"
Messenger said "But we also use
donations to fund educational
programs for the community
and local schools and to make
legislative changes that will benefit victims of domestic violence
and their families."
There will be a buffet dinner
catered by Stone Ridge a cash
bar, dancing and music performed by popular local band
Rod's Collision.
"Hopefully this event will
not only bring in much needed
financial support for The Center
but will also raise awareness
in our community about the
dangers of domestic violence,"
Messenger said.
Alicia is not the only victim
of domestic violence. There
have been many other cases in
Bowling Green over the last five
See CENTER | Page II
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THE MATCHUP:
BY THE NUMBERS

0

BIG 10 VISITS TO THE DOYT
Minnesota will be the first Big Ten team
to ever come to Doyt Perry Stadium.

64

BG S TOTAL RUSHING YARDS
The Falcons rushed for 64 yards against
Pitt in week one: led by Chris Bullock.

127

UMS TOTAL RUSHING YARDS
Minnesota rushed for 127 yards against
Northern Illinois in week one.

190

BG S TOTAL PASSING YARDS
The Falcons passed for 190 yards against
Pitt with three different quarterbacks.

298

UMS TOTAL PASSING YARDS
Minnesota passed for 298 yards
against Northern Illinois

mPH

FALCONS
A rematch one year in the making
By Chris Voloschuk
Sports Editor

It's been a shade over one year since BG
stunned Minnesota at the Metrodome
in the season opener, and the roads
both teams have traveled have been
markedly different.
For the Falcons, the 32-31 victory in
overtime over the Golden Gophers propelled them to an 8-5 record—their best
in three years. Along with the eight wins
came the team's first bowl bid in three
years—the GMAC BowL
With a successful 2007 to build on,
the Falcons traveled to Heinz Field last
week to open the new season against
the much-favored Pitt Panthers. Again,

HEAVYWEIGHTS: GUYS TO WATCH ON SATURDAY

BG was able to stun a non-conference with a win.
So far, both teams look to be better
opponent on their home field, this time
than they were a year ago.
with a resounding 27-17 final score.
"[Minnesota's! a vastly improved
Minnesota, on the other hand, never
quite recovered from the 2007 opener. team," said BG coach Gregg Brandon.
Under new head coach Tim Brewster, "They've had a year in their system. Their
the Gophers struggled to a 1 -11 record quarterback's a good player. They've got
— worst in the Big 10. hi their first game a good receiver in (Eric) Decker. Their
last week against Northern Illinois, they offensive line is built for the Big 10 ...
struggled a bit more, but managed to Their defense is much, much faster."
come out on top late, 31 -27.
The Gophers' speed will be improved
Tomorrow, two very different roads on bo tli sidesof the ball due to Brewster's
will intersect one another, as BG will heavy recruitment of the junior college
host Minnesota at Doyt Perry Stadium. ranks to bring in ready talent for quicker
It will mark the first time a Big 10 team improvement. On offense, the team will
be paced by sophomore quarterback
has ever visited BG, and there's a lot
on the line, mainly momentum.
Both teams could benefit greatly

Roger Williams
BG's kick returner Roger Williams
ran back two kicks against Pitt and
averaged 21 yards. Last season,
Williams set school records with 39
returns for 954 yards. He also was
the GMAC Bowl Special Teams
Player of the Game
J when he returned four
^ kicks for 135 yards.
'VflH> including a 78-yard

THE PULSE
WHAT TO DO
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OLYMPIC SIZED FANDOM

IN TOWN
Campus Fest
Today from 11 a.m. - 5

After winning gold, Olympic stars conquer the entertainment scene

p.m. at the University Hall
Lawn, see what various
campus organizations and

hU&J

groups have to offer.

ByASssaONeUf
Wsefcjaoter

Then-are iHin>tiiMi> lao-hook groups deuued to him. His lace has graced ■ ■
thcctm*ofs«r\walnatioiialmagazint,N.suili.i!- 11 Ml and I SPN as weB as
countless bedroom« aHs ot female admirers. His Sports Illustrated an ex
picturr h. the first to foe < nwmi trained as .i poster foy the magazine. 1 le will
he ttwhostnftheseason iitetniete of Saturday Night I iw'onSept Hum!
lie will also be a presenter at tin- .IXW Video Musk Aw .nils on M IT on Se\>t. { ,
7. His memoir i> set to hit bookstands this IVeemher.
In addition to all of that, he recently won eight goW medals at nV :ixi
Summer Olympic* in Beijing. That's right. United Stales s»\ imming ^ar' ' sfTp
NlK-h»elPhel|*sisiiial.iitghismart,intheejitertainni>'ntiiuhistiv .
Sercuinjsh overnight. Phi"!!** rose from iMympic competitor to national*
atide*ei>tnliernatioi»lcelehtitvWhile some might s.iv thai then siooth
ersmoreilesetving<rfthes|*)tligl«,iithersatgiH'ihiit ("helps i> even hit
des«\ ingot his m-«l\ found sums lunioi \llwin RuebUMh iy a junior
nursing student at the Huixetsiiy ami agrees that Phe!p> destl \ es tlte
attention.
"He'sitdkuloushasiealK." Ruebtiscttsakl. "Hehas what a r> 8 foot wing^norswnething?"
Rurhuseh m>iis asa litegoaid at the pool in the Umuisin ">
Kenratinnal Cotter, She sw.tm in high school and has heen
iolkw ing the sport tor a while now; su she was aware of Phetiv* Ivfutv ho
etMwvd the spotlight

Black Swamp
ArtsFesitval
This weekend, beginning
at 5 p.m. today, downtown
Bowling Green will come
alive with musical performances, artist and craft
booths and a wide variety
of food concessions. The
festival opens at 10 a.m.
on Saturday, and 11 a.m.
on Sunday.

TOLEDO AREA
Greek-American
Festival

-vBOtS ■■•.,■ ■

This weekend, the 38th
Greek-American Festival
will take place at the Holy
Trinity Greek Orthodox
Cathedral. The
parishioners hope to share
the Orthodox Faith. Greek

ffFr f? f \
^- f

vr^m^m

k

>

culture, entertainment and

Get your creativity on! ^n§

food. Tickets are $4.

AAAFair
Saturday from 11 a.m.-3
p.m., the AAA Northwest
Ohio location will host the
3rd annual AAA Fair. This
is a free, carnival-themed

Black Swamp Arts Festival
Schedule
Compiled from blackswamparts.org

event, aimed for members and non-members.
Activities include food,
entertainment and prizes,
including a grand prize
trip to Cancun.

ELSEWHERE
Fremont
Sunday from 2 -3 p.m.
at Spiegal Grove, watch
an 1860s-style baseball
match with historical
equipment, rules and uniforms. The Squires take on
the Akron Black Stockings,
and admission and parking is free.

Dearborn
Sunday is the last day
to visit "Chocolate: the
Exhibition at the Henry
Ford" The exhibit features videos, interactive
displays, photos and over
200 artifacts.

THEY SAID IT
"I saw a wo/nan
wearing a
sweatshirt with

Festival Hours:
■ Friday 5 p.m. - midnight (Mam
Stage and Concessions only)
■ Saturday 10 a.m. - midnight (Art
Exhibits and Youth Art close at
7 p.m.)
■ Sunday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. (Art,
Youth. Music - all day)
Art Schedule
■ Artists at Work (Windmill Mural
Parking Lot)
■ Demonstrations on Saturday
From 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. and Sunday
from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
■ Wood County Invitational Art
Exhibit (Huntington Bank parking lot)
■ Saturday from 10 a.m. - 7 p. m.
and Sunday from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Youth Art Stage Schedule:
SATURDAY
■ 12:00 pm Dean Bell (musician)
■ 1:00 p.m. Wilson Lake and the
Rock Bass (rock band)
■ 1:30 p.m. Eli and Andrew Martin
(strolling magic)
■ 3:00 p.m. Andrew Martin (magician)
■ 4:00 p.m. Espirit de Chords (barbershop)
SUNDAY
■ 12:00 p.m. Staridge Steel Trio
■ 1:00 p.m. Joanie Whittaker
(musician)
■ 200p.m. Little Cow
■ 3:15 pm. Toledo Symphony Brass
Quintet
■ 4:15 p.m. Joanie Wittaker
Performance Arts Schedule:
Main Stage (Between East Wooster
and South Prospect)
FRIDAY
■ 4:45 p.m. Resonant Soul
■ 6:00 p.m. Harry Manx
■ 6:20 pm. Patrick Sweany
■ 8:00 pm. Harry Manx
■ 8:30 pm. Sarah Borges & the
Broken Singles
■ 10:30 p.m. Big James & the
Chicago Playboys

'Guess' on it.
I said, 'thyroid
problem?'"
--Arnold
Schwarzenegger

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

SATURDAY
11:00 am. Stephen Cristoff
12:20 p.m. Bucktown Kickback
1:45 p.m. Harry Manx
3:15 pm. Little Cow
4:45 pm. Eilen Jewell
6:15 pm. Graham Parker
8:00 pm. Shemekia Copeland
10:00 p.m. The Dirty Dozen
Brass Band

SUNDAY
■ 11.00 a.m. The Plastic People
of the Universe
■ 12:20 p.m. Tanglefoot
■ 2:00 p.m. Frank Vignola's
Rhythmn Machine
■ 3:30 pm. Chatham County
Line
■ Electronic Music Stage
(Grumpy Dave's Pub)
SATURDAY Beginning at
11.00 a.m.
■ HMNLCD
■ Whalehead
■ The Wookalar
■ Secret Swords
■ The Loto Ball Show
■ Eat Sugar
■ The Plastic People of the
Universe
SUNDAY - Beginning at 11:00 a.m.
■ Sou Nada
■ Ereact
■ Steven Guerrero
■ Jason Zeh
■ Mad 45
■ Wicked Lunch and the
Wookalar
■ Fairy Forest
Huntington Bank Courtyard
SATURDAY
■ 10:00 a.m. - Old Time String
Band Jam
■ Noon - JoeBobDuda
■ 1:00 p.m- Andrew Ellis & the
. Setting Sons
■ 2:00 p.m.- Bucketown
Kickback
■ 3:00 p.m.- Stephen Cristoff
■ 4:00 p.m. - The Downtown
County Band
■ 5:00 p.m. - Little Cow
SUNDAY
■ 11:00 a.m. - Tammy Ann Star
■ Noon - Gorman Family
■ 1:00 p.m. - Eilen Jewell
■ 2:00 pm. - Chatham County
Line
■ 3:00 pm. - Tanglefoot
■ 4O0 p.m. - Frank Vignola
Quintet

Black Swamp
Headlines 2008
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Sarah Borges & the Broken
Singles

SARAHBORGESCOM

Sarah Borges was born with music
in her veins, always having a particular liking for songs and albums
of decades past. She started off
performing solo, and eventually
formed many bands throughout
the years. She debuted with the
Broken Singles in 2005, and the
troupe of talented musicians is still
together today. They perform today
at 8:30 p.m. on the Main Stage.

Chatham County Line

CHATHAMCOUNTYUNECOM

What first began as a group of former high school friends in Raleigh,
NC, Chatham County Line started
out as a simple, fun-loving bluegrass band. Recently, however, they
have experimented with the sounds
of gospel, pop, country and rock in
their recordings. They perform at
the Huntington Bank Courtyard
Sunday at 2 p.m., as well as on the
Main Stage at 3:30 p.m.

ell

EllENJEVrRl.COM

Teen Stage
(Inside Bowling Green Junior High
School)
SATURDAY
■ 7:00 p.m. - Flex
■ 7:45 p.m. - Josh Lee
■ 8:15 pm. - Pitch Red
■ 9:15 p.m. - Josh Lee
■ 9:45 pm. - Stop Don't Stop

This emotionally defying artist from
Boston debuted in 2005, and instantly became compared to famous singers like Lucinda Williams and lune
Carter Cash. The instruments in her
touring band consist of drums, electric guitar, steel guitar and upright
bass. She performs on tomorrow at
4:45 p.m. on the Main Stage, and on
Sunday at I p.m. at the Huntington
Bank Courtyard.

Big James & the Chicago Playboys

Trombonist and lead vocalist "Big
James" Montgomery was once a
member of the Little Milton Band
when he was 19. After meeting the
popular Chicago Playboys, the two
merged, and they now perform at
many well-known clubs throughout the Chicago area. They perform
today at 10:30 p.m. on the Main
Stage.
0ZARKSBIUES.ORG

Voice of
Bowling
Green citizen
lives on
By Laura Lee Caracdolo
•\ilse Reporter

On March 29, 2007, a young
mother lost her life to domestic
violence.
Alicia Castillon was brutally murdered by her estranged
bovfiiend, Craig Daniels, in her
Howling (irei'ii home while their
children slept in the next room.
/Mica's mother, Kathy Newlove,
has turned this tragedy into
something extremely positive
for the community by creating
Alicia's Voice - Citizens Against
Domestic Violence.
Among other projects, Alicia's
Voice has formed The Center
for Access to Safety and Justice,
which assists local victims of
relationship and domestic
abuse by providing all the necessary services to them in one
location.
In order to suppon this cause
Alicia's Voice holds several major
fundraisers each year.
This year on Friday, Oct. 24,
a dinner dance will be held at
Stone Ridge Golf Club from 8
pm. to midnight. All proceeds
from this event will go directly to
Alicia's Voice.
Erica Messenger, President
of Alicia's Voice and also Alicia's
cousin.isveryhopeful that events
such as this will encourage local
citizens to get involved.
"V* use our donations primarily to suppon The Center,"
Messenger said. "But we also use
donations to fund educational
programs for the community
and local schools and to make
legislative changes that will benefit victims of domestic violence
and their families."
There will be a buffet dinner
catered by Stone Ridge, a cash
bar, dancing and music performed by popular local band
Rod's Collision.
"Hopefully this event will
not only bring in much needed
financial support for The Center
but will also raise awareness
in our community about the
dangers of domestic violence,"
Messenger said.
Alicia is not the only victim
of domestic violence. There
have been many other cases in
Bowling Green over the last five
See CENTER | Page 11
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BY THE NUMBERS

0

BIG 10 VISITS TO THE DOYT
Minnesota will be the first Big Ten team
to ever come to Doyt Perry Stadium.

64

BG'S TOTAL RUSHING YARDS
The Falcons rushed for 64 yards against
Pitt in week one; led by Chris Bullock.

12 t

UM'S TOTAL RUSHING YARDS
Minnesota rushed for 127 yards against
Northern Illinois in week one

19

BG'S TOTAL PASSING YARDS
The Falcons passed for 190 yards against
Pitt with three different quarterbacks.

298

UM'S TOTAL PASSING YARDS
Minnesota passed for 298 yards
against Northern Illinois

mPH

FALCONS
A rematch one year in the making
By Chris Volcscliuk

BG was able to stun a non-conference
opponent on their home field, this time
with a resounding 27-17 final score.
It's been a shade over one year since BG
Minnesota, on the other hand, never
stunned Minnesota at the Metrodome quite recovered from the 2(X)7 opener.
in the season opener, and the roads Under new head coach Tim Brewster,
both teams have traveled have been the Gophers struggled to a 1-11 record
markedly different.
— worst in the Big 10. In their first game
For the falcons, the 32-31 victory in last week against Northern Illinois, they
overtime over the Golden Gophers pro stniggled a bit more, but managed to
pelled them to an 8-5 record—their best come out on top late, 31-27.
in three years. Along with the eight wins
Tomorrow, two wry different roads
came the team's first bowl bid in three will intersect one another, as BG will
years—the GMAC Bowl.
host Minnesota at Doyt Perry Stadium.
With a successful 2007 to build on, It will mark the first time a Big 10 team
the falcons traveled to I Ieinz Field last has ever visited BG, and there's a lot
week to open the new season against on the line, mainly momentum. _^^
the much-favored Pitt Panthers. Again Both teams could benefit greatly
Sports Editor

with a win.
So far, both teams look to be bener
dian they were a year ago.
"IMinnesota'sl a vastly improved
team," said BG coach Gregg Brandon.
"They've had a year in their system.Their
quarterback's a good player. They've got
a good receiver in [Eric] Decker: Their
offensive line is built for the Big 10 ...
Their defense is much, much faster."
The Gophers' speed will be improved
on both sidesof theball dueto Brewster's
heavy recruitment of the junior college
mnks to bring in ready talent for quicker
improvement. On offense, the team will
be paced by sophomore quarterback
See PREVIEW | Page i

Roger Williams
BG's kick returner Roger Williams
ran back two kicks against Pitt and
averaged 21 yards. Last season.
Williams set school records with 39
returns for 954 yards. He also was
the GMAC Bowl Special Teams
Player of the Game
when he returned four
* kicks for 135 yards.
*'VflHV including a 78-yard
touchdown
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It's a game
worth
attending
PHOTOS COUBTESY OF 80 BUGBV

NEW GUY WITH EXPERIENCE: Tony Maoarella is the son ol former head rugby coach Roger Mazzarella. He also played rugby during his college years ai BG.

Mazzarella in his element as rugby coach
By Christopher Rambo
. Reporter

did not receive any major offers
to extend his hockey career so he
enrolled at Rowling Green where
it seemed only natural that he
join the rugby team.
"1 wouldn't say there was
tremendous pressure to join,"
Mazzarella said. "But because of
who my dad was there were certainly more than a few people
who thought 1 should go out for
the team. Ultimately, it was my
choice though."
Once Mazzarella was on the
team it became clear he wasn't
going to receive any preferential
treatment due to his bloodlines,
"I was just another freshman,"
Mazzarella said. "I got picked
on by the upperclassmen and
had to carry around their stuff
just like everyone else. I wanted
it that way too, I never thought
of myself as being above anyone
else just because my father was
the coach."
What did become clear at an
early stage was that Mazzarella
exhibited a special feel for the
game. After making the Aside
during his sophomore year,
Mazzarella went on to compile what is unquestionably the
most distinguished career out
of anyone in the storied history
of BG Rugby. A quick glance at
the BG record books reveals that
Mazzarella ranks first in career
scoring, career tries and points
for a season.

stranger to the program he is
inheriting. When he was all of
nine months old, Tony was
Tony Mazzarella could no! have included in the team photo for
the first time. When he became
been more in his element.
As the sun descended over the old enough Tony would routinely
horizon and late summer shad- walk from his family's home on
ows engulfed the rugby Held, the South College Street down to the
first year coach was busy moving rugby field to watch practice.
"I was at practice every day it
t h rough various groups of players
barking out last-minute instruc- seemed like," Mazzarella said. "It
tions and making corrections was just something to do."
where he saw fit. With the start
As Mazzarella entered high
of his inaugural season as head school however, hockey, not
coach a mere two days away, rugby, would come to dominate
Mazzarella was leaving nothing much of his time. Tony starred
to chance as he worked to ensure as an all-stale defender for a
that this Falcon team would meet, Bowling(ireeii High School team
or possibly even surpass the lofty that would make it all the way to
standards his father, former the state finals before finishing as
coach Roger Mazzarella, set dur- • runner-up. Tony credits much of
ing his 23 years at the helm. Tony, what he learned about coaching
who took over lor his father at the to his days playing hockey.
"Our coach, Dan DeWitt
end of last season, is excited about
was a huge influence on me,"
the challenge awaiting him.
"There is definitely pressure to Mazzarella said. "He always
meet expectations, Mazzarella taught us that the way we exesaid. "But that comes with the cuted was much more important
territory. It's all part of being the than the final score," Mazzarella
Coach of a program like this, I just said. I lewould be nun li happiei
if we won a close game but played
have to go out and face it."
Mazzarella is certainly no well as a team and our execution
was good versus if we won 10-0
but played sloppy." "I've tried to
take what I learned from him and
teach it to our guys," Mazzarella
said. "No matter how much we
win by there is always room for
improvement."
After high school, Mazzarella

WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE
GAS/HEAT

FREE

By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

FREE
HIGH SPEED
INTERNET

FREE
PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

FREE
HASSLE

FREE
ALSO INCLUDED...
Two outdoor pools
On-site laundry facilities
BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

POWER DISPLAY: Middle hitter Kendra Halm spikes the ball into two EMU defenders

Don't expect BG to get beat in
the middle of die court often tliis
season.
Especially if middle hitters Kendra
Halm and Shari lather continue to
play like they did last past weekend
in Florida.
Luthet and Halm were the catalysts to a 2-1 second place tournament finish in the Florida State
Invitational while both were named
to the All-Tournament team. The
combo helped BG average 3.45
blocks a set in die tournament, even
more impressive when according
to coach Denise Van De Walle good
teams in the MAG average around
two blocks a set.
Halm and Luther have taken
very different paths to their success
last weekend. Halm has already
established herself as one of the
top blockers in the history of the
program as she entered the year
ninth on the all-time block list. Her
records improved against Florida
A&M where Halm broke her own
record for blocks in a match with 14,
earning her MAC East Player of the
Week honors.
"In the moment I really didn't
think about it, 1 was just doing my
job blocking a lot of balls; it's just
points for the team. I think it's great 1
broke my personal record but I was
just doing my job," Halm said.
In addition to her blocking per-

TIRESAIE

New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online

1000S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED!

Lease renewal bonuses

%:$'
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On/
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Friendly staff

Alignment Service

m
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Service

'FREE

STOP BY AND SEE US
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19*:

OIL CHANGE
with nra Rotation'
i maiwMNiwHiHM

wonoooaMfTiwauiiLl M/II/M,' \momuimu»*t%moBr*aunyml ',w01*01Mcowmmom a/u-n,1

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
wintrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

years of apprenticeship under his
father,Tony was officially named
head coach early in 2008, officially taking over after the season
ended in the spring.
"It was nice that there was still
half a season to go before I officially took over," Mazzarella said.
"That allowed me some time to
ease my way into the job which
1 feel made the transition much
easier."
Mazzarella said that he has
learned a lot since he first started
coaching
"When I first started I was
much more in-your-face than I
am now," Mazzarella said. "As
time went by I realized that I can't
be a drill sergeant all of the time,
each player responds differently." "As a head coach you have
to pick your spots when to yell
and scream and when to be more
firm." "I think I have definitely
learned how to do that and as a
result I am a better coach now
than I was three years ago."
Mazzarella says that the dayto-day joys of coaching outweigh
any pressure associated with taking over for his father.
"Probably my favorite part of
coaching comes from the relationship that you build with your
players," Mazzarella said. "As a
coach, there is nothing better
than the feeling that comes from
knowing you have made a positive impact on a player."

Halm, Luther stabilize middle for Falcon voile

WATER

24 hour emergency
maintenance

"He was perhaps the only player I ever coached that I would call
electrifying, and not just liecause
he's my son," Roger Mazzarella
said. "When he got the ball you
could just feel the anticipation
in the crowd, they knew something spectacular was about to
happen."
"I wasn't the fastest or most
athletic kid on the field," Tony
Mazzarella said. "But I guess I
had a knack for being in the right
place at the right time. I also had
tremendous teammates around
me which was more important
than anything."
After graduating from Bowling
Green with a degree iti sports
management, Mazzarella came
back and spent a year on the
coaching staff as an assistant.
However, in his own words,
Mazzarella said that he "wasn't
ready for coach i ng."
"I think I just needed to step
back and take some time away
from the game," Mazzarella said.
"The toughest thing for me, being
a former player, was that I expected everyone to play rugby exactly
the way I played it, and obviously
that is never going to be the case.
Everybody's different."
After bouncing around doing
various jobs, Mazzarella eventually settled in as a banker/consultant for Charter One. He also
returned totherugbyteam.again,
as an assistant, in 2004. After four
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fomiance Halm hit .500 for the
weekend while recording 31 kills,
tied for the team lead with Indier.
Halm is on pace to finish with over
1,000 kills for her career and has
a chance to become BCj's all-time
leader in block assists
For I uihi i. the rise to her alltournament selection is more of
a surprise than I lalm's. A red-shirt
sophomore, Luther spent most of
last season on die bench only playing in 12 matches and recording
nine kills. This weekend alone she
quadrupled her career kills.
"1 think it's great that Kendra
and myself performed like we
did. It's a really good way to start
out the season. You always hope
for the best, and hope that you're
going to play good, but you never
know with it being your first lime
around," said Luther.
Luther has helped fill the void
left by last year's seniors and has
stepped into a very strong Falcon
starting line up. In addition to
l-ufher, the Falcon's have also seen
junior Kaitlin Jackson move into the
starting line up as a left side hitter.
While lackson and Luther cracked
the starting line up for die first time
in their careers the tournament also
saw the debut of all six new Falcon
freshmen all of whom got into at
least one set.
BG continues tiieir season this
coming weekend as they head
to Philadelphia for the Temple
invitational.

PREVIEW
From Page 7
Adam Weber and Decker, a top
receiver. Both were instrumental in
the win over NIU.
On defense, Minnesota will
feature a unit that recorded eight
tackles for a loss, nvo sacks and
three forced rumbles a week ago.
The Falcons, who have been
primarily an offensive team for
years, could very well field their
best defense in a long while. After
holding Pitt scoreless in the second half last week confidence will
be high.
Offensively, BG will use its
spread scheme to throw multiple
formations, and even multiple
quarterbacks, at the Gophers. With
Sheehan, Barnes and Anthony
Turner able to line up under center, the Falcons could be tough to

Tomorrow's finally the day it all
conies together.
Unless you've been living
under a rock, which hopefully
you haven't, you already know
the circumstances. They're
definitely unique.
Minnesota of the Big Ten
is coming here to play your
Falcons in a rematch of last
season's opening night shocker.
It's the first time in history that
a Big Ten team has agreed to
come to BG and play the role
of visitor.
I repeat, the Falcons aren't
packing their bags and heading
north to the Land of 1,000 lakes.
Nope, the Golden Gophers, in
a very belated college football
twist, had to pack theirs and
come into your house.
Very rarely do teams from
conferences like the Big Ten
have to travel for dieir non-conference games. For instance, the
Ohio State Buckeyes, who seem
to be a lot of people's favorite
team on this campus, are hosting Ohio. That's the norm.
But what we have on our
hands tomorrow night isn't the
norm. And because of that reason alone, this game is worth
watching. But there are other
reasons, too.
Not only is it a school from
a major conference coming into BG, it's a team from a
major conference looking for
revenge. If you'll remember, the
Falcons stunned the Gophers
in the Metrodome in overtime
almost one year ago to the day
on a gutsy two-point conversion pass from Tyier Sheehan to;
Freddie Barnes.
The unexpected win proved
to be the start of a special season for BG, which ended in an
8-4 regular season record and
a bowl berth. The Minnesota
game was indeed a tone-setter.
But something just feels
different about this year. This
time, the Falcons have some
major hiomennim going in due
to a 27-17 upset of Pittsburgh
on the road one week ago. And
because of that, this game just
feels winnable.
Even the odds makers arc
on board. BG will take the field
as 4.5-point favorites. And
did I mention the game will
be broadcast nationally on
ESPNU? TTiere's some real hype
surrounding this game.
A whole lot of football fans
have already responded to
the uniqueness of this game
According to the BGSU ticket
office, the game is nearing a
sellout. If you're counting home
games over the last five years,
how many of them have had
the word "near sellout" next to
them? The answer is none.
So if you were actually thinking of missing out on this oncein-my-time-as-an-undergrad
experience, do yourself a favor
and reconsider.
In my opinion, you should
look into tailgating before kickoff. You should get all your buddies together and toss around a
football or play some comhole,
You should definitely leave your
old Troy Smith jersey hanging
in the closet. And, most importantly, you should get down
to The Doyt and support your
team. Make no mistake, they
are your team.
I'm not supposed to be a
cheerleader for athletics, but
this scenario is different in so
many ways. This is everyone's
chance to be a part of history
and enjoy what should be an
entertaining football game with
some real implications as far
as BG's status near the nation's
Top 25 goes.
Tomorrow night it all finally
comes together. Where will
you be?
figure out.
"We'll use a million more |formationsl," Brandon said. "We had
some fun with that. It was nice to
see the kids go out and execute."
The team that executes best
tomorrow will not only take a 2-0
record down its respective road,
but will also gain unique bragging rights in the first ever Big 10
at BG meeting.

SPORTS
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Preparations for
Minnesota game
start early
By Chris Sojka
Reporter

The kukiill for the home opener
vs. Minnesota is at 730 p.m., but
)im Elsasser and other members
of BGSU Athletics will be arriving at 8 am. to prepare for the
big day.
"We'll be there at 8 a.m. getting
everything ready, making sure
everything is perfect for game
time," said Elsasser, assistant athletic director for internal affairs.
There is a lot of behind-thescenes work that takes place
before a home football game at
Doyt L Perry Stadium, especially
before the first home game of the
year.
A standardized checklist —
which is vital in preparation for
a home football game — is in the
process of being checked off right
now.
From picking up trash on the
field daily to doing a scoreboard
and sound check, little things that
are essential to the game being
played are being taken care of by
BGSU Athletics.
There are many facets not seen
by the fans who attend the game
that were done in the preparation
stages.
Think about it.
_
Setting up the hotel reservations for the officials of the game,
planning when the ESPNU crew
shows up, and contacting the
individuals who are working the
event, are a few more of the things
being checked oft
And don't forget about the

porta-john. Someone has to order
those, too.
Earlier this week — a new
logo, which was required by the
Mid-American Conference - was
painted on the field turf.
According to Elsasser, with the
new field turf, little maintenance
is needed; the field only needs
groomed once a week.
Brian Delehoy, the assistant
athletic director for marketing,
thinks the national attention the
BG football team had last week
when they upset Pitt is getting
people fired up for the Minnesota
ganneWhile the upset essentially
marketed this Saturday's game for
itself, a lot of planning still goes
into bringing a good crowd to the
event.
"The home opener in any sport
— not just football—sets the tone
for the rest of the season," Delehoy
said. "But there is a lot of focus on
the first home football game since
it is at the beginning of the semester," he added.
BGSU Athletics has been running television and radio spots
since mid-August trying to get the
attendance for this game as high
as possible.
The Facebook group, BG
Warriors, was created to keep
students engaged in the athletic events, as well as keep them
informed and excited, Delehoy
said.
Trying to get the students even
more excited for the home opener, the Falcon Football Fiesta, an
event with live music, free food
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Week two is upon us. end
it's safe to say that those
of us sports editors missed
the boat on a couple picks—
namely those involving
our own school. Our bad.
But this time around, we're
going to get things right
Along with Craig. Freddy
Hunt is back for more fun

Minnesota
vs.BG
BG-5.5
Georgia Tech
vs. Boston College
[•7
Central Michigan
vs. #2 Georgia

U6A-24
Oregon State
vs. #19 Penn State
PSU 16 5
Stanford
vs. #15 Arizona St.
ASU-14

Connecticut
vs. Temple
_

7

Overall record

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK
Sports Editor

ill
ANDREWHARNER

CRAIG VANDERKAM

FREDDY HUNT

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Editor in Chief

In an effort to atone for picking
Pitt last week I'm going with the
Falcons at home in front of a
huge crowd.
BG 37. Minnesota 21

I botched last week's BG game
by picking Pitt, and I'm looking to
make up For it this week. BG wins
in the home-opener.
BG 34, Minnesota 24

Our offense is so fun to watch
when executed Minnesota's
defense is so much worse than
Pittsburgh's.
BG 42. Minnesota 24

I still hate the Eagles and Doug
Flutie. so I've gotta go with
Georgia Tech out of principle.
GT 23, BC 21

Boston College is the favorite for
a reason. Georgia Tech's offense
will give the Eagle defense a
workout, but defense wins games.
BC27.GT17

Without Matt Ryan, BC's strength It's going to be a close one. but
is their defense-their offense will in the end. the Golden Eagles
score enough to win
will defeat the Yellow Jackets in
a whirlwind
BC 21. GT 10
BC27.GT24

While Central's the toast of the
MAC. Georgia's #2 in the country. I can't discount that. Bulldogs
get it done.
UGA42.CMU18

Central is good when compared Even one of the top-tier teams
in the MAC can t hang with
to their MAC counterparts, but
expect them to win against No. 2 Georgia
in the country? Not this week.
UGA55.CMU24
UGA48.CMU10

Georgia is pretty heated after
being jumped in the polls. They
have something to prove against
the Chippewas
UGA42.CMU14

Joe-Pa is old as dirt, his offense is
even older and the Nittany Lions
haven t been legit since the days
of Kijana Carter
Oregon St. 26, PSU 19

Penn State is coming off a
straight-up beat down and shouid
carry that momentum against
Oregon State.
PSU 38. Oregon St. 24

Penn State's offense is too
dynamic for Oregon St. to win.
It might be close earfy, but PSU
pulls away.
PSU 38. Oregon St. 21

Ever seen an angry Beaver? .
Besides. PSU is busy bailing half
their team out of jail.

Here's my upset special Stanford
pulls a Stanford from last year
and beats the ranked and favored
opponenl on the road.
Stanford 31. ASU 28

No such upset special for this
guy. Arizona State proves why
they're ranked No. 15

Even at #15. Arizona State might Arizona is looking good this year
be underrated.
Stanford will go into the game
overconfident after the win over
Oregon State
ASU 38, Stanford 10
ASU 36, Stanford 10

Temple beat Army last week,
which is about as impressive as
a grownup tying his or her own
shoes. Huskies take this one.
UCONN17. Temple 14

Anyone who really thinks Temple Gregg Brandon says MAC teams Because Temple sucks at football
is for real after beating Army
aren't supposed to beat Big East Let's not rehash the day they
teams But Temple's at home, and broke their losing streak
needs their head examined.
UCONN 24. Temple 13

Temple 27. UCONN 17

UCONN 28, Temple 13

3-2

4-1

4-1

4-1

ASU 31, Stanford 17

The Falcons are pumped up after
their big win last week and ready
to welcome the Big 10 to the
Doyt! We got their number.
BG 35. Minnesota 28.

Oregon St. 34. PSU 20

they ie not bad

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
and giveaways, is taking place at
5:30 p.m. Saturday.
(Entering the game, the first
10,000 fans in the stadium will
receive free thunder sticks
and the first 5,000 fans in will
receive free seat cushions — is

this necessary?)
Delehoy hopes "Falcons will
come together" on Saturday night
when for the first time in school history, a Big Ten team comes to Doyt
L Petty Stadium to play a game that
will lie broadcasted on ESPNU.
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'HERE, HAVE A SANDWICH. GO FALCONS.'
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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0AVE MEYER | SGSU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

SUPPORT AND SANDWICHES: Falcons head football coach Gregg Brandon spent some time yesterday afternoon passing out free sandwiches from Jimmy John's in order to promote
tomonow's big game against Minnesota at Doyt Perry Stadium.

Golfers gear up for Piper Intercollegiate tournament
By Bill Bordcwick
Reporter

The BG men's golf team will
play a litany of tournaments
scheduled for all over the country and even into Puerto Rico
— but they only play one in the
Bowling Green.
That tournament, the John
Piper Intercollegiate, will be
played at Stone Ridge Golf Club
on Monday and Tuesday.
To go along with that, BG has
seven players from all over the
country and Canada — but only
one hails from Bowling Green.
That player is junior lohn
Powers and the Falcons hope a
little cooking and the expertise
of Powers can propel the team to
victory in their tournament.
"I would say it's probably an
advantage," Powers said of playing on his home course. "Scores
at Stone Ridge are generally lower
than other courses that we play
and tournaments throughout
the year—you got to take it kind
of low if the weather is nice."
Powers used that home course
knowledge last year to shoot his
season-best round of 70 at the
tournament in 2007.
BG will look for Powers, Matt
Schneider and the rest of the elder
l-alinits to provide the leadership

John
Powers
Will serve as a
team captain this
season
Matt
Schneider
Will serve as a
team captain this
season

for the newest Falcons — Parker
Hewit and Drew Preston.
"They've probably only played
the course like three times,"
Powers said of the two Falcon
newcomers. "There's some holes
that have water and it can get
kind of tricky—we let them know
where they got to hit it to make
things easier on themselves."
Preston is coming off a tournament in the Rutherford
Intercollegiate in which he finished in tie for third place by
carding 218 (two over par) for the
whole three-day tournament.
For his efforts, he was
awarded with the MAC Golfer
of the Week.
Preston admitted to being nervous before the first round but

222 S. College - $595 + $60 for gas
234 S. College - $525/month
228 S. College - $450/month

quickly shopk off the nerves and
posted the best BG score of the
week.
The Falcons will look for continued good play out of the team
but coach Garry Winger is quick
to point that every course is different and momentum really
does not play a part in the daily
grind of a season.
"I don't know if [Tuesday'sl
performance will have any
bearing on |the upcomingtournamentl," Winger said after
the Rutherford Intercollegiate.
"The weather ITuesday] was
perfect and that's why the
scores were lower."
Whether it can be attributed to
perfect weather or three straight
days of playing the same course,

the Falcons showed a ten stroke
improvement in the third round
of the last tournament from .'I0fi
each of the first two days to 296
on the final day.
BG will try to continue that
play in the lohn Piperand Powers
believes Eastern Kentucky is a
team to watch out for.
"Obviously we're looking to
win—we haven't beaten Eastern
Kentucky since I've been in
school," the junior captain said.
"If we beat them, we'll probably
win the tournament."
Powers also mentioned that
two of BG's MAC brethren, Ohio
and Ball State, will be there and
in his words "they're two teams
from the MAC and you always
want to beat them.''

Visit Our Website loi
Unique Sell-Defense Products at
www.itnsatenow.com

Come and see what Dance Marathon is
really about!

THIS SUNDAY: SEPT. 7TH
12-4 PM
BASKETBALL COURTS IN
BETWEEN HARSH MAN AND
KREISHER

Free games, prizes &
more!

'«»erW

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two Bedroom
• One block from campus
• Available Now!
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THE ARMY ADVANTAGE FUND.
BECAUSE SOLDIERS DESERVE MORE.

Now the Army gives you more choices for your future. Earn up to $40,000
to start the business of your dreams or buy the home you always wanted.
Log onto goarmy.com/aaf to learn more about the Army Advantage Fund.

I U.S.ARMY
ARMY STRONG.

* * * *
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IDOLS
From Page 6
"He obviously proved himself," Ruebusch commented.
"Maybe they overshadowed
others, but more people know
about and watch the sport now
because of Michael I'helps."
In addition to his swimming
skills, Phelps' noticeably fit physique has also helped to make
him the center of attention,
especially with the female portion of his fans.
"He definitely has a nice
body," Ruebusch noted.
While it may seem like the
majority of his fan base are
females, I'helps has also managed to win some male fans as
well. Freshman Bob Burns said
that he is definitely a Michael
Phelps fan.
"1 think he's one of the top ten
greatest men of all time," Burns
admitted, "lust look at the man.
It's pretty self-explanatory."

I'helps wasn't the only
Olympian bringing attention
to an otherwise lesser-known
sport this past summer. While
Phelps was swimming his way
into the spotlight, U.S. gymnast
Shawn lohnson'was flipping her
way into the spotlight as well.
The sixteen-year-old has garnered quite the fan base and has
made her way into the media as
well with appearances in SF.LF
and Teen Vogue magazines
as well as guest spots on talk
shows such as "Oprah", "Ellen"
and the "Late Show with David
Letterman".
The University's Head gymnastics Coach Kerrie Beach
believes that lohnson and
Phelps are both worthy of
the media attention they're
receiving.
'I think Olympic sports get
overshadowed on non-Olympic
years," Beach said. "So 1 think
when it's their moment they
should definitely shine."
Despite the belief that the

media spotlight on these young
Olympic athletes is justifiable,
both Ruebusch and Beach agree
that they do not see this craze
lasting very long.
"1 think it will die down,"
Ruebusch offered. "When
Phelps talked about the 2012
Olympics, he said he just wants
to swim. He did it, he's done, he
wants to just enjoy the swimming without fame, which 1
think is admirable."
On the gymnastics end as
well as on the Phelps end, Beach
also said that she believes this is
just a phase.
"I hope she (lohnson) gets
some endorsements and keeps
it going," Beach commented. "I
think it is going to fade though.
Phelps will have the most longevity, but I think sporadically."
I lave no fear because even if
this Olympic craze is nothing •
more than a passing fad, the
next few monthsshould be filled
with enough Michael Phelps to
last until the 2012 Olympics.

Anticipation ignites for Coen flick
By Airon Htlffcrich
Film Critic

In case anyone missed the
Academy Awards last February,
or is unaware that a new
American classic was awarded
the prize for best film of (he year,
the directors of the multi-award
winning "No Country for Old
Men", loel and F.than Coen. have
returned to the lens of the camera with ideas spanning back to
their roots.
"Burn After Reading" is the
upcoming film that marks the
Coen brothers' return to the
comedy features they have primarily been known for in the
past. Laced with their own interpretations of an action/thriller
narrative, the comedies of the
Coen brothers have constantly
been praised for their brilliant
combinationoflaughter, mystery
and thrills. "The Big Lebowski",
"O Brother Where Art Thou",
and "Raising Arizona" make up
a short list of films that clearly
exemplify the comedic directing talents of the Coen brothers.
Following along similar trends
in those three comedies, "Bum
After Reading" attempts to once
again expose the funny side of
crime and conspiracy.
The films follows the bumbling antics of two gym employees played by Brad Pitt and

Frances McDormand. star in a new movie aboul two gym employees who get involved in

Frances McDormand who stumble upon a disk containing classified CIA documents. As they
plunge deeper into their own
greed, they soon find that their
feeble attempts at blackmailing
have gotten them in over their
heads.
By once again pulling together
some of the biggest names in
Hollywood, the Coen brothers
have adapted their status from
filmmakers to glorified storytellers. With help from friends like
George Clooney. McDormand,
and Pitt, the Coen brothers have
also used their success to round
up the recent Oscar winning

Best Actress, Tilda Swinton and
the legendary lohn Malkovich.
We can expect as much
about "Burn After Reading" by
simply looking to their past
films, but given the surprise
success of the the psychologically driven "No Country
for Old Men", there's no telling where the Coen brothers will lake their stories. As
they continue to grow from
the unpolished but ripening
roots of "Raising Arizona", the
Coen brothers put their best
foot forward in a genre where
so many filmmakers simply
remain stationary.

ON THE RECORD
What are you listening to
on your music player?

Andrew
Stewart
Junior
Perrysburg

SCARS ON BROADWAr
Sometimes, when a popular band goes on hiatus,
a couple of band members will form another
listeners a pretty good result.
Scars on Broadway doesn't closely resemble
one of them
Worked on by Daron Malakian and John
Dolmayan. members of platinum-selling System

expected.

of a Down Scars on Broadway's eponymous
band. This is both good and bad. as they re try-

paranoia of these current times. Such a theme

ing become their own. however, they lack the

is supported by his broken, poetic lyrics, which

uniqueness that System of a Down listeners are

most of the time feel postmodern in their

accustomed to. The sound, to be exact, is actualy-

vague absurdity At their clearest, they com-

more attuned to metal-influenced mainstream

municate his thoughts well, such as in the title

rock. Melodies are more apparent, as are the

track, with lines like. 'Don t know what I ve

other musical influences, such as with the 80s

done but I feel afraid" At their most muddled,

synthesizer that can be heard in the background

though, they can betray listeners, who might

of a few songs
are a few bright spots Songs such as "Kill Each

picture of the lyrics' heavier themes, such as

Other/Lrve Forever"' and "Cute Machines" ofler

environmentalism and suicide.

catchy hooks with the Utters new wave influfour lines and the former's striking, if not vaguely

introspective arrangements, which sound as

confusing, lyrics. Other songs worth considering

though Beck and Danger Mouse took more

on tlieir own are the album's first single. "They

than a tew pointers from psychedelic rock and

Say." which references people preaching that tf>e

added the twist of modem production values.

world is about to end. and "Stoner Hate," which is

What is ironic, though, is that the thoughtful,

almost as nonsensical as "Cute Machines."
While their fust album isn't anything impres-

arrangements It works fo' the most part, how-

sive and has downright ugly points. Scars on

ever, as the sometimes-mystifying lyrics feel

Broadway stil has the potential to become a big-

more mystifying playing a game of hide-and-

ger player <i the* scene if they're willing to hpne

go-seek behind the trippy guitar and steady,

it on what they did nght, that is, writing strong,

relentless drurrj loop

and sometro« memorable, melodies
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
28
29
33
35
38
39
40
42
43

Scads
Poker variation
Archipelago member
Rescue
Achy and tender
Tall military hat
On the sheltered side
Standby
Stan of a quip
Atlanta's transit system
Fleetwood Mac hit
Ties the knot
Part 2 ot quip
Sister/wife of Zeus
Restaurant employee
Iowa city
Uncovered
Turbulent
Nothing at all
Part 3 of quip
Haggard novel
CoverGirl competitor

45
46
47
49
51
56
59
60
61
63
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Musical syllables
Pushes beyond endurance
Cuts canines
Compass dir.
L'chaim or prosit
Bathsheba's Hittite hubby
Disadvantage
Ending of a belief
Gives a look at
Highway part
Supplemented the
41 Infield protector
hard way
13 Playthings
44 Perplexed
21 Swiss river
46 Writer of "The Faerie
23 Gasteyer of "SNL"
Queene"
48 Toothy deg.
26 No-no
50 Whitney or Wallach
27 _ d'ltalia (bicycle
52 Muse of lync poetry
race)
30 Italian eatery
53 River frolicker
31 K-12, in education
54 Join forces
32 Color changer
55 Himalayan country
33 Premed course
56 Takes off
34 Actor O'Shea
57 Enveloping glow
36 Maryland's capital
58 Greek letters
37 Carnival city
62 Tina of "30 Rock"
40 Actress Meg
64 Mexican Mrs.

bene
Move about
Tex-Mex menu choice
Collection biz
Part 4 of quip
Scottish Highlander
Classify
Lacking sense
End of quip
Iron pumper's pnde
Cut short
Obliterate
Cato's way
Sundance Kid's girl
Smart-mouthed
Carolina rail
Virginia dance
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L.
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

1

our coupon menu at
.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun

BG
G

S

For Sale

Buckeye Inn now hiring
for desk clerk position.
Apply in person

1992 Nissan Maxima GSE sedan.
good condition. V6. 5 sp manual.
4 new tires, new, tranny, new batt,
A/C, power pek, moon roof, alloy
wheels, has been garaged
S1600 OBO, call 419-441-2120

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm, no exp. needed.

NEWS
B

Help Wanted

Call 419-332-2279.

U

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
lln ltd him will IIUI knuwliiidi .».ti>i
.iil.rtliMiiirnts lhat ilisi -riiiiiti.nr ot
cm mirage iliieiimmattun agaliiM any
individual or group on (hi* ba<.i» of race.
M-». color. cnccL irliaion. national origin.
•oiiil orknt.it ion. disability, sums as a
uMt'iun iirimtlM-1**1*olanyotlii-i It-gall)
protected stains.
I In' in, Sens reieiVH ihr right lo d«Tlinr.
discontinue oi revise any advertIsemenl
such as those found in lie defamatory
lac king hi factual basis, rnisleadlngoi false
In nature \M ■dvcrdtetnenni are subject
to editing and approval.

Help Wanted -Traffic Counting Intern
Duties: Set/retrieve counters Maintain tools, maintain log of equip use
& repair. Download S check data,
enter & manage data accurately.
Requirements: Valid driver's license,
knowledge ol spreadsheets, proficient in entering & managing databases, converting data between
databases Knowledge of ArcView
GIS preferred. Internship runs Sept.
to December 1. 2008. 20-30 hrs/wk
70% field work/30°o office work.
Send resume to Marc Vondeylen
vondeylen@tmacog.org
Toledo Metropolitan Area Council
of Governments (TMACOG)
300 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive.
Toledo, OH 43604

Wanted
Mature/energetic nanny needed to
care for 9yr old child in BG home
Start ASAP, every day 1 -5pm.
Ret. a must. Call (419) 823-7017

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services, Inc is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with MR/DD. Will
provide personal care & help w/ daily
living skills Flex, schedules ■
full time, part time, & Sub positions
avail $8 50 $13 18/hr based on
exp Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application at
Wood County Board ol MR/DD
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd, BG,
Ent B, Mon-Fri, 8am-4 30pm
or download from
www.woodlaneresidential.ors.
E.O.E

Janitorial PT evening cleaners
needed for BG & Perrysburg area
S7/hr, call 419-537-8790
Marco's Pizza - Now Hiring:
drivers and pizza makers.
Apply in person at 1045 N. Main
Mike's Party Mart
A popular, fun. friendly family owned
business m BG has part-time sales
clerk positions avail. 12-22 hrs/wk
Must be friendly, neat, honest, dependable, good work ethic, desires
steady employment & be available
weekends & some week nights.
Some daytime shifts available.
Apply Wed. 9/10 & Thurs. 9/11
between 8am-4pm at 834 S. Main.
BG (Located in Big Lots Plaza)
419-352-9259
Perrysburg Gymnastics is seeking a
Level 4 team coach for
Tuesdays/Thursdays- 5-7:30pm
8 Saturdays 10 30am-1pm
Call 419-874-9383
Telephone Interviewing. Part Time
No Sales. Relaxed Atmosphere.
Flexible Scheduling, Some days.
Mostly Evenings & Weekends In
Perrysburg Call (419)874-5842

For Rent
"Avail. NOW: 2 BR Apt S525/mo.
Free Web. Furn?. AC. 316 E. Merry.
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR Apts. low as S399.
showing houses for 09-10 SY.
See Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
'Across from Kohl Hair
920 E Wooster. 2 BR apt. free park
Call (614)668-1116
2 BR apt. 156 1/2 S. College.
AC. W/D. S600/mo
Call 419-308-1733
2 BR. 701 4th St. S420/mo ♦ elec .
Call 419-601-2469
or 419-934-0712
3 bdrm house avail.8/15/08
S275 per person ♦ util. Close to
BGSU Off St. prk. AC/WD
Call 419-601-3225 or 419-352-4773
3 BR house w/ W/D & A/C,
private parking avail
Call 419-354-9740
-

3 BR house, brand-new in nice
residential w/ full basement
S1400/mo Call 419-308-2457.
312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. inc.
Clean. $950/mo, 419-352-5882

832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C
$840/mo.+ util Call 419-392-2812.
Rm w/ pnv entrance & prlv. bath.
Free high speed internet,
free daily shuttle to campus.
On-site laundry, storage, visitor parking, $3l5/mo. utilities included.
Call Shannon at 301-233-8394
Rm/Suite in BG home, non-smoker.
S400/mo. util. internet, laundry incl
Call 419-575-6942

Natural Light 30pk .SI2.99 V— 'yT
CoorsLighl I8pk...S12.99 |AJgH»
Bud Light 24pk...$16.49

ences and pleasingly nonsensical repetition of

co-producer Danger Mouse's transient, almost

The

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Despite the otherwise lackluster effort, there

hurricanes than trying to capture the whole

poetic lyncs often take a back seat to these

"Schneider's funky beat, Death
Cab's poetic lyncs and the
Format's cruising sound make
these songs perfect for sunny or
rainy days."

debut doesn't sound exactly Mce the former

offerings central theme seems to be fear and

Such a theme is also supported by Beck and

1 Bob Schneider - "Big Blue Sea"
2.Tower of Power - "You Got To
Funkifize"
3.The Format - "The First Single
(You Know Me)"
4.Death Cab for Cutie - "What
Sarah Said"
5.Tupac - "Breathin"

project. And sometimes, thai project gives

with a litle like "Modern Guilt", that should be

focus more on warheads, volcanoes and

■
'■

1 Likewise

1

classified CIA business. The movie opens Sepi. 12.

WHAT JEFF HOUNSHEL THINKS:

As the album title suggests, his latest

"
'
u

ROTTENI0MAT0ESC0M

Grade: D •

album by indie experimentalist Beck. but.

•

THE STARS ALIGN: Chad Feldheimer. played by Brad Pill, and Linda Litzb. played by

Scars on Broadway

(ar from sunshine and rainbows in the newesl

rW*

brought to you by

PISfllM€LLO'S| iSURK ABOUT
SPECIALS!

BECK
MODERN GUILT

WHAT JEFF HOUNSHEL THINKS: It's

The Daily Crossword Fix

VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

ALBUM
REVIEWS

MODERN GUILT'

WWWBGNEWSCOM

quote of the day...

"Isaw Wedding Crashers accidentally. I bought a ticket tor Grizzly Man
and went into the wrong theater. Alter an hour, I tigured I was in the
wrong theater, but I kept waiting. That's the thing about bear attacks.
They come when you least expect it.' - Dwight Shrule

834 South Main

"BG's #1 Party Store Q

Cold Beer at State Win. Prices! Popov Vodka S8.99

MWu-.n.*... Besffcr .-Mpk

510.49

Miller Light 30pk...SI3.99

CENTER
From Page 6
years, so it's extremely important to raise awareness due to
the number of incidents that
have occured.
The Center is located on campus in the first floor of Hanna
Hall. Donations and volunteers
are always appreciated and victims of domestic violence will
not regret their decision to get
help at The Center.
For more information about
this event or to learn more about
Alicia's Voice or The Center, visit
aliciasvoice.org, send an email
to aliciasvoice@yahoo.com or
contact Kathy Newlove at 419354-4314.

JOHN NEWLOVE UAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

II ■ I ■_■
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TODAY!
ALL CAMPUS

Campu

11:00am-3:00pm
Friday, September 5, 2008
University Hall Lawn

Get
Active

Get
Pumped

Get
Connected

SPONSORS INCLUDE:
Office of the President,
Division of Student Affairs,
Dining Services,
Office of Campus Activities,
Office of the Dean of Students,
Coca-Cola, The University
Bookstore, Kroger, and
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Office of Campus Activities is located
in 401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
For more information on Campus Fest
or other ways to Get Involved,
please contact us at (419) 372-2343
or www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved

RAIN DATE:
September 12, 2008
11:00am-3:00pm,
University Hall Lawn

Over 300 Student Organizations
Music by 88.1 WBGU & WFAL "Falcon Radio
Volunteer Agencies
Local Merchants
Carnival Games
Caricature Artists
Free Food
Free Give-Aways

*
. -■ -M\Q MUCn MOre

-Office of

Cami
Acti
Division of Student Affairs

BGSU.
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BGSU Falcons VS Minnesota Golden Gophers

BGSU Falcons VS Minnesota Golden Gophers
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Falcon
FAMatic
Store
at Hoyt Ferry Stadium^
■btot
Bring your ticket stub in to
BGSU on Main or the University
Bookstore on the Monday after
a win and receive 5% off BGSU
Apparel & Accessories for each
touchdown we score.
(Valid up to 30% off, 6 touchdowns)

UNIVERSITY

Largest Selection of BGSU
Sportswear & Gifts

bookstore

• Champion • Adidas • Russell • Jansport •
• WV Spbrtt • Under Armour • Zephyr •

Your University. Your Store.
AT THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
419-372-2851 OR TOU-FREE 1-866^517-9766

GSOMain
Your Downtown
University Connection
133 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
419-372-5310

'ston

BGSU Falcons VS Minnesota Golden Gophers
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WEEK ONE COMPARISON
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BGSU Falcons VS Minnesota Golden Gophers
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WAL-MART
SUPERCENTER
ALWAYS LOW PRICES
k^Hotdogs

Napkins

[^Hamburgers

Blankets

Q^Pepsi

Jacket

^Mountain Dew

Umbrella

5A

Ketchup

Football

SZ^Mustard

Tent

S/Chips

Camera

IM

Paper Plates

Cookies

BGSU Falcons VS Minnesota Gophers

6 Friday September 5.2008

SEPTEMBER 22,2007

SEPTEMBER 11,2004

SEPTEMBER 8,2001

BG defends the Doyt vs. Temple.
4«-55

BG beats Southeast Missouri State.
49-10

BG shuts out Buffalo.
35-0

SEPTEMBER 2,2006

AUGUST 28,2003

SEPTEMBER 9,2000

The Falcons fall short to Wisconson.
35-14

BG defeats Eastern Kentucky by 60.
63-13

The Falcons lose to Pittsburgh.
34-16

OCTOBER 1,2005

AUGUST 29,2002

SEPTEMBER 11,1999

BG soundly defeats Temple.
70-7

The Falcons crush Tennessee Tech.
41-7

The Falcons beat Tennessee Tech.
40-15

SEPTEMBER 26,1998

SEPTEMBER 1,2007
BG defeats Minnesota in overtime
32-31
Alter a disappointing 4-8 season
in 2006. a young
Falcon team was
forced to grow up in
a hurry as they traveled to Minnesota fo
a season-opening
showdown with the
Big Ten's Golden
Gophers. While
BG was starting a
relative unknown
at quarterback
named Tyler
Sheehan.
Minnesota was
sporting a brand
new coach in Tim
Brewster and a
new spread offensive scheme. In the
game. BG would
strike early, taking
a lead into halftime.
The Gophers would
rally back in the second
half to take the lead, only
for the Falcons to tie the
game on a Sinisa Vrvilo field
goal in the fourth quarter.
The Falcons would win in
overtime on a Sheehan pass
to Freddie Barnes.

BG just loses to Central Florida.
38-31

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Pll TSBUKGII—Saturday's season opener was a game of the
unlikely.
RC was picked to lose by a host
of media outlets and fans alike
""'It team that was ranked
No. 25 In the country and was
returning a majority of starters
on both sides of the ball. But
apparently the Falcons didn't
get the memo, as they shocked
the Panthers at Heinz Field, 2717 in front of 45,0(>3 screaming
fans.
While many in the stands and
press box didn't see a I'itt
coming, they also couldn't
have predicted how lough the
Falcons' defense would play, or
how main different offensive
formations (he coaching staff
would throw al the Panthers.
And there's no way theycould've
expected a pair of unlikely
heroes to show up on offense for
the Falcons.
Still, with Pitt's attention
seemingly elsewhere defensively, lighi end limmyScheidler
and running hack Chris Bullock
made their presence fell and
greatly contributed lo IHi's
impressive road upsel.
"We're not supposed lo heal
these people." said head coach
(■regg Brandon. "We're not supposed to do that. Bui our kids
ii ■ -li these games. They thrive
on being the underdogs and
being on the road."
Until Saturday, Scheidler and
Bullock may have been underdogs on their own team. Last
season, Scheidler spent the
majority of his time on the sidelines or as a blockcr. BG's spread
offense doesn't call for a tight
end. He caught one pass last year
for a loss of four yards.
This season, Scheidler was
listed on the offensive two-deep

back—a big bodv .to
all llit' running backs
and also protect I he quarto
back in some passing sets. That
may have been why nobody in
Heinz Field expected liim to
catch three passes for 30 yards
and two touchdowns—the first
two of the junior's career.
In fact, Scheidler himself
wasn't even expecting it.
"I didn't know that [they were
going to call a play for me|,"
Scheidler said. "I was ready to go.
I was ready to step in and play."
Along with Scheidler, Bullock
was an unheralded playmaker.
Afteraveryproductivcfrcshman
season in which he was named
a Freshman Ail-American,
Bullock slruggled last season
with fumbles and had his playing lime greatly decreased.
The suspension to starter
Willie Geler for the season opener provided Bullock the opportunity to be an active part of the
offense again, and his number
was railed early and often. He
didn't disappoint, collecting 93
ise yards.
yards rushing and 49
.eiving led the team in
mtegories. Most importantly, he never lost control of
Ihxhall.
is a good back for us,"
n said. "He started his
redshirt freshman year for us
and gained almost 900 yards.
And then lasl year, some guys
just beat him out. He didn't play
as well last season as he did his
redshirt freshman year."
—
is season he's come back
in ne's dropped 10 pounds," he
said. "He's lighter, quicker. He
had some nice runs for us. We
threw him some screens on the
perimeter today and he executed
those and did a nice job for us."
In a game full of the unlikely,
the unexpected heroes made all
the difference.

BGSU Falcons VS Minnesota Gophers

6 Friday September S. 2008

SEPTEMBER 22,2007
BG defends the Doyt vs. Temple.
4t-35

SEPTEMBER 2.2006
The Falcons fall short to Wtsconson.
55-14

OCTOBER 1,2005
BG soundly defeats Temple.
70-7

SEPTEMBER 1,2007
BG defeats Minnesota in overtim
32-31
After a disappointing 4-8 season
m 2006. a young
Falcon team was
forced to grow up in
a hurry as they traveled to Minnesota foi
a season-opening
showdown with the
Big Ten's Golden
Gophers. While
BG was starting a
relative unknown
at quarterback
named Tyler
Sheehan,
Minnesota was
sporting a brand
new coach in Tim
Brewster and a
new spread offensive scheme. In the
game. BG would
strike early, taking
a lead into halftime.
The Gophers would
rally back in the second
half to take the lead, only
for the Falcons to tie the
game op a Sinisa Vrvilo field
goal in the fourth quarter
The Falcons would win in
overtime on a Sheehan pass
to Freddie Barnes.
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By Chris Voloschuk
Sports bdit?'

PI ITSBUBGH—Saturday's season opener was a game of the

rim

^-.

DG was picked to lose by a host
of media outlets and fans alike
to a Pitt team that was ranked
No. 25 in the country and was
returning a majority of starters
on both sides of the ball. But
apparently the Falcons didn't
get the memp, as they shocked
the PanthersVHein/ Field, 2717 InV*
In the stands and
in the pref-s box didn't see a Pitt
loss coming, they also couldn't
have predicted how tough the
Icons' defense would play, or
* many different offensive
Stations the Coaching staff
would throw at the Panthers.
And there's no way they could've
expected a pair of unlikely
heroes to show up on offense for
the Falcons.
Still, with Pitt's attention
Uningly elsewhere defends, tight endlimmy Scheidlcr
1 running back Chris Bullock
de their presence felt and
greatly contributed to BG's
impressive road upset.
not supposed to beat
these people," said head coach
Gregg Brandon. "We're not supposed to do that. But our kids
relish these games. They thrive
on being the underdogs and
being on the road."
Until Saturday, Scheidler and
Bullock may have been underdogs on their own team. Last
season, Scheidler spent the
majority of his time on the sidelines or as a blocker. BG's spread
offense doesn't call for a tight
end.He caught one pass last year
•> of four yards.
ison, Scheidler was
_ on the offensive two-deep

as a tuHback— a liig hoblock for all the run '
and also protect the iprnm
back in some passing sets. That
may have been why nobody in
Heinz Field expected him lu
catch three passes for 30 yards
and two touchdowns—the first '
two of the junior's career.
In fact, Scheidler himself
wasn't even expecting it.
"I didn't know that Ithey were
going to call a play for me|,"
Scheidler said. "I was ready to go.
I was ready to step in and play."
i unheralded playmaker.
After a very productive freshman
season in which he was named
a Freshman All-American,
Bullock struggled last season
with fumbles and had his playing time greatly decreased.
The suspension to starter
Willie Geter for the season opener provided Bullock the opportunity to be an active part of the
offense again, and his number
was called early and often. He
didn't disappoint, collecting 93
all-purpose yards.
His 44 yards rushing and 49
yards receiving led the team in
both categories. Most importantly, he never lost control of
the ball.
"Chris is a good back for us,"
Brandon said. "He started his
redshirt freshman year for us
and gained almost 900 yards.
And then last year, some guys
just beat him out. He didn't play
as well last season as he did liis
redshirt freshman year."
"This season he's come back
and he's dropped 10 pounds," it
said. "He's lighter, quicker. He
had some nice runs for us. We
threw him some screens on the
perimeter today and he executed
those and did a nice job for us."
In a game full of the unlikely,
the unexpected heroes made ail
the difference.
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